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F o r e w o r d

‘Cinema For All’ was created as a motto for Glasgow Film 
Theatre (GFT) in the late 1980s. 

‘Cinema For All’ isn’t just a catchy phrase, it’s our philosophy. 
It’s a philosophy to be applied with a respect for diversity and 
a constant search for equality.

For All attempted to spell out that philosophy and 
demonstrate its relevance to as wide an audience as 
possible. The 2013 campaign was remarkably successful 
in identifying some of the key questions that lie behind the 
proper implementation of For All, and in helping people to 
begin to work out answers relevant to them.

The For All campaign produced a great deal of valuable 
outcomes. GFT is keen to share these with a much wider 
audience by collating the commissioned pieces of writing, 
animations and responses into this book.

The production of this book and its availability free of charge 
is an attempt to get an appreciation of that philosophy, 
and the questions and answers it generates, to a far wider 
worldwide audience.

We hope this book will draw many more people into 
thoughtful consideration of what cinema means to them and 
how they can contribute to helping cinema make the world a 
better, safer, more inclusive, more equal place.

Jaki McDougall
Chief Executive 
Glasgow Film
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A b o u t  G l a s g o w  F i l m

Glasgow Film is comprised of Glasgow Film Theatre (GFT), 
Glasgow Film Festival (GFF), Glasgow Youth Film Festival 
(GYFF), Glasgow Short Film Festival (GSFF) and Glasgow 
Film’s learning and engagement programme. 

GFT, Glasgow’s centre for film-lovers, has been leading 
the way in specialised cinema for over forty years. Its three 
screens show specialised titles, world and independent 
cinema, artists’ experimental work, issue-based programmes, 
thematic seasons, repertory programmes, Scottish produced 
work, festivals, and a programme of event cinema and live 
broadcast. Our video on demand platform, the GFT Player, 
sees our digital ambitions become part of our core business, 
taking GFT’s curated programmes online.

GFF, established in 2005, has become the launching pad 
for the best of international and Scottish cinema and is 
recognised as one of the top three film festivals in the UK. 
GFF presents a unique programme including feature films, 
shorts, industry workshops, special events and films for 
children and families. GFF also presents a week-long schools 
programme and produces Glasgow Youth Film Festival 
(GYFF), one of the most innovative youth film festivals 
in Europe. Programmed by young people, it presents 
an outstanding range of international films and creative 
workshops for young people across the city. 

GSFF, Scotland’s leading short film event, champions new 
film talent by providing an annual showcase and meeting 
point for new and established Scottish and international 
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filmmakers, industry delegates and the local audience. An 
intense five days of competition screenings, unique special 
programmes, workshops and live events showcases some of 
the world’s most exciting short film content.

Glasgow Film’s engagement and learning programme 
works across all of Glasgow Film, both physically and 
virtually. Working with schools, colleges, universities and 
the community, Glasgow Film aims to provide and nurture 
creative, inspiring, informative and participative public 
engagement and lifelong learning opportunities around 
cinema and the moving image. 

Key to our continued success has been an on-going 
investment programme which has enabled us to meet the 
growing demands of our audience and partners. 

It has often been difficult and complicated, but the fact that 
we are still striving owes much to our many supporters, the 
people who love what we do and have created the Glasgow 
Film community.
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P a r t  1
A b o u t  F o r  A l l
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A b o u t  F o r  A l l
‘Cinema For All’ was adopted as a motto for Glasgow 
Film Theatre (GFT) in the late 1980s, partly to counter the 
perception that art house cinemas are somewhat elitist; a 
certain type of film for a certain type of person. We wanted 
something to really highlight what we stood for.

‘Cinema For All’ was exactly that and quickly became our 
motto, but it’s so much more than that.

In 2013 we began to revisit this promise and asked what it 
means for our organisation and the people of Glasgow. We 
considered the idea within the context of promoting equality 
and supporting diversity. We asked ‘How might what we do 
contribute to a fairer, more inclusive society?’ and ‘How can 
GFT be more accessible?’

To help answer these questions, we decided to have a For All 
campaign. We determined to enlist the help of artists, writers 
and our audiences. 

We commissioned nine prominent writers to produce new 
work inspired by what the notion of For All meant to them.

In July and August 2013, we published these nine new pieces 
of writing. They appeared weekly online, alongside blog posts 
written by members of GFT staff responding to the texts. 

Short animations inspired by the texts were created by David 
Galletly, with music by Jonnie Common and The Pictish Trail. 
These appeared on our screens before each film over the 
summer. 
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The public was invited to respond to a question posed each 
week. Audience responses included comments on social 
media (#filmforall), ‘post-it’ notes pinned up in the foyer, 
personal emails, essays and poems.

We also posed a number of questions about cinema for 
further thought which we hoped the For All campaign might 
address as it developed.

• Why do you come to the cinema? 

• Why do you like watching films as part of an audience? 

• Which film last made you cry (tears of laughter or 
sadness) at the cinema and why? 

• If cinema is apparently for all, why aren’t there more 
female directors? 

• What should be the purpose or function of film?

• Which film or cinema experience changed your life, or 
your outlook on life, in some way?

• How has film influenced your perception of other 
cultures?

• How do post-screening discussions influence your 
understanding or enjoyment of a film? 

• What is the future of cinema?

For those people who wanted to get more deeply involved, 
we provided the opportunity to take part in a discussion about 
cinema experiences. 
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Writer Alison Irvine and previous GFT Head of Learning, 
Emily Munro, hosted a series of conversations with 
audiences, staff and other groups using the pieces of writing 
as a starting point. 

Alison Irvine recorded these discussions and used the ideas 
to shape a short story, which was adopted as the tenth key 
piece of For All writing.
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P a r t  2
S t o r i e s ,  A n i m a t i o n s , 

G F T  R e s p o n s e s
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p a m w e p o  ( a t  t o g e t h e r )
T a w o n a  S i t h o l e

© Tarneem Al Mousawi 

Better known as Ganyamatope (an ancestral family name) 
Tawona Sithole’s heritage inspires him to connect with other 
people through creativity and the natural impulse to learn. 
He is a poet, playwright and mbira musician and co-founded 
the Seeds of Thought arts group which celebrates creativity 
through writing, performance, music and art.
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p a m w e p o  ( a t  t o g e t h e r )
a tip of the hat, Mr Cosmo with the promo
a call for all to gather round, gather round

on common ground

hustle and bustle, fleet feet to the big screen
tussle and juggle, fleet feet behind the scenes

on common ground

a flicker of motion and the drone of sound
we filter emotion until some hope is found

on common ground

fold down seats and view the world from the moon
mosaic pieces come apart and put back together

on common ground

at the centre of the globe there is a certain code
key in imagination for a different perception 

on common ground

this sandstone we stand on, feeling at home
we are colourful people, not people of colour

on common ground

different identities find a way to identify
the choice to comply, the freedom to defy 

on common ground
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we mime to music and we chime to whispers
randomness blends, it all makes sense in the end

on common ground

after dimness, lights come up as ever since
the heart leaves distinct footprints 

on common ground

© Tawona Sithole, 2013

An animated video was created by David Galletly in response 
to ‘pamwepo (at together)’. The animation can be viewed at
www.glasgowfilm.org/forall or in the For All e-book 
available to download at the same address.
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G F T  s t a f f  r e s p o n s e

Previous GFT Head of Learning, Emily Munro, wrote a 
response to ‘pamwepo (at together)’ by Tawona Sithole. 

'pamwepo (at together)' is the first in a series of texts 
commissioned by GFT as part of a new equalities project 
called For All. The aim of the project is to generate discussion 
around the relevance of cinema to society. We’d like to hear 
what role cinema has played in your life.

Our purpose is to share a diverse film culture with the 
broadest range of people possible. At the moment, cinema 
culture is experiencing rapid change. This is happening at 
a time when there are widening gaps in society. We find 
ourselves asking: what is the cinema’s role in addressing 
inequality? What can we offer?

I started working at GFT in 2007 and I couldn’t believe my 
luck. I’d been attending GFT since I moved to Glasgow in 
2001 and now I was going to be paid to introduce people, 
often for the first time, to specialised cinema – the type 
of films that had inspired and sustained me since I was a 
teenager. One of my first memories of working here is getting 
lost in the corridor behind the cinemas (‘fleet feet behind the 
screens’, Tawona writes) and being lured toward Cinema 1 
while Barney was testing the new digital print of The Sound 
of Music. The corridor burst with sound as I opened the 
door: ‘ … the hills are alive, with the sound of music!’ It was 
magical.

I found out quickly that it wasn’t always going to be full of 
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Julie Andrews moments. To maintain ‘common ground’, there 
is always much work to be done.

For a start, the label ‘specialised’ is a bit contentious. It’s 
what the British Film Institute (BFI) uses to describe the type 
of films we show (‘randomness blends, it all makes sense in 
the end’). When The Cosmo (as GFT was previously known) 
was built in 1939, it was a commercial venture but it had its 
market cornered: middle-class, educated audiences who 
attended ‘continental’ films in order to enhance their cultural 
capital. When The Cosmo was reinvented as Glasgow Film 
Theatre in 1974, the context had changed significantly. A 
small but influential, intellectual movement in the UK (the 
same people who established film studies in universities and 
who, often, worked for the BFI or in independent cinema 
exhibition) were questioning the conservatism of the ‘art 
house’ cinema canon and fuelling debate on the radical, 
political potential of cinema. Tawona’s poem for me embraces 
the tension here: ‘the choice to comply, the freedom to defy’, 
something which continues to echo in our film programme 
today.

Tawona speaks of ‘a certain code’. On a literal level, I know 
what he’s referring to. When he was preparing his poem, 
I gave him a tour of GFT and explained that in the globe 
mosaic, which is in the foyer, Glasgow is at the centre of 
the world. That’s the secret (which all Glaswegians know, 
of course). At the same time, I wonder if Tawona is being 
subtly provocative. The globe is a symbol – it stands for 
internationalism, cosmopolitanism, liberalism. When you 
enter GFT, you are entering the world stage, a place of 
aspirations. But, for many people in Glasgow, this is a world 
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apart from their reality. In cities like Glasgow, inequalities 
are stark and confidence is low. In Europe, the generation 
gap is widening. Do people still feel they need to embody 
‘a certain code’ to access a place like GFT? It’s sad to think 
that this could be happening at a time when people need the 
inspiration and solidarity that experiencing cinema can bring. 

David Galletly’s animation depicts a globe opening up to 
reveal a light-bulb. It is the light that attracts people – the light 
from the projector, the cinema as a revelatory place. But, still, 
it’s caught within the globe. That symbol is what we first need 
to penetrate before we can ‘gather round’.
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T o o t h
R o b i n  Y a s s i n-K a s s a b

© Omid Salehi 

Robin Yassin-Kassab’s first novel, The Road from Damascus, 
was published by Hamish Hamilton and Penguin in 2008. 
‘Tooth’ is an extract from his second novel, provisionally titled 
Brothers’ Blood. Robin’s journalism and cultural commentary 
has been published in the British and international press, 
and is collected alongside his radio and TV appearances at 
www.qunfuz.com. He recently contributed to Syria Speaks: 
Art and Culture from the Frontline and is writing a non-fiction 
book on the Syrian revolution and counter-revolutions.
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T o o t h
Before it was PlayStation, American or Chinese DVDs, 
sometimes strolling up al-Hamra looking at the women, 
sometimes smoking the argileh in each others’ bedrooms, 
and working or studying, or sometimes sitting with your 
uncles nodding to whatever they say.

That was before. Now it’s daily life and death.

Maher is nineteen, just finished his military service and 
missing an upper incisor. He told his mother his tooth had 
cracked when he bit on a stone mixed into the mashed 
potatoes. It was true there were stones in the potatoes, and 
gravel in the rice, but really his tooth had been punched out 
by his commanding officer. Maher didn’t mind. It was life. The 
gap was a mark of manly experience which rescued him from 
being too softly handsome, which he would have been, with 
his soft brown eyes the colour of birds’ wings, his soft brown 
skin, his symmetrical nose.

He lives alone with his mother in an illegally-built house 
in narrow grid streets on the borders of the Tadamon and 
Yarmouk camps. He works as a mechanic in two different 
road front workshops. He studies computers at an institute on 
Monday and Thursday evenings and spends his free time on 
the street, at the shawarma stall, on the chairs in front of the 
Palestine Café, under treeshade in Martyrs Park, in carlight 
on the traffic islands. He spends his free time smoking and 
laughing.

Until the revolution. Now he spends his free time singing 
and chanting, dancing and pledging, sprinting and dodging. 
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Still smoking and laughing, of course. He attended some 
of the very first demonstrations, at first out of curiosity and 
boisterousness. Soon he did it out of solidarity, out of love 
for his neighbours. After that, he couldn’t stop doing it. 
Demonstrating gave him a hormone flush, a bubbling heart. 
He became addicted to these sensations.

Who else attends the demonstrations? Leering Aboud, the 
ministry clerk whose shoulders hitherto were heavily sloped. 
Now he looks you straight on when he meets you, and 
he’s lost his reputation as a lecher. White-shirted, neatly-
moustached men whose tidiness and puckering lips once 
made you feel shabbily indisciplined, but who are now your 
friends, your equals. High-class student girls who never saw 
you but now they do. Modest girls who never responded 
to your taunts who now think of you as brother. (You do 
not taunt them any more.) Lads from the streets and the 
workshops, all brothers. Palestinians and Syrians. Innocent 
children. An old man who’s bent his back with long hypocrisy, 
now straightening. The ill becoming well. The perverse 
becoming clean. All linking arms and chanting together.

In the street he delivered private smiles to the men and 
women he’d seen at demonstrations, and they smiled back. 
This network of smiles constituted a society nested inside the 
larger society. A secret society to make things move.

Demonstrations are held at night to avoid the bullets and to 
tire the security. Maher is untirable. His boys are with him and 
they wear shining smiles. The girls too, their eyes glistening 
in the floodlights. When the electricity fails they illuminate 
each other with the swaying lights of their mobile phones. 
The crowds are smaller than in the daytime but there are 
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more of them. Every few alleyways a new protest rises and 
disperses. Some, like Maher, run from protest to protest, 
two or three hours a night, every night, from party to party. 
After midnight the people return to their homes and call from 
their windows Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar. Security race jeeps 
through the dark streets firing randomly, and even Maher’s 
mother laughs at them.

They sing the song by Ibrahim Qashoush. They salute the 
revolutionary towns and villages. Names of places he’d 
never heard of before the revolution. Da’el, Amouda, Bayda, 
Kafranbul. Now he knows the Kurdish word for freedom – 
azadi. He realises for the first time what an expansive country 
he lives in. He’d like to travel it, village by village, and break 
bread with its people. He’d like to dance debkeh at every 
demonstration.

The gatherings are broken by gunfire. You sprint down the 
street and doors open, arms pull you in.

But this time they run beyond the alleyways and into open 
land – he and Abdullah, who works with him at one of the 
workshops, and Hani, their student friend – running and 
laughing, guns cackling behind them, impacts whizzing 
beneath their feet, beyond the alleyways, ignoring the 
welcome of open doors, into open land, the indeterminate 
space of the dark. They whisper laillahaillullah through their 
rictus grins, nogodbutgod, as they run, lest this moment is 
their last moment, lest the light swoop down and take them. 
Then Abdullah turns, still sprinting, and swings an arm at the 
looming shape in front: a skeleton apartment block.

‘First to reach it,’ he gasps. ‘First to reach it is the champion!’
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The challenge gives them fleeter feet than the bullets could. 
They arrive at an unpainted stairwell all together, crashing 
into each other’s arms.

© Robin Yassin-Kassab, 2013

An animated video was created by David Galletly in response 
to ‘Tooth’. The animation can be viewed at
www.glasgowfilm.org/forall or in the For All e-book 
available to download at the same address.
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G F T  s t a f f  r e s p o n s e

Glasgow Film CEO, Jaki McDougall, wrote a response to 
‘Tooth’ by Robin Yassin-Kassab.

‘Tooth’ gives us the opportunity to reflect on the artists 
and filmmakers who have given their lives and freedom to 
bring the world’s attention to human rights atrocities. Robin 
mentions Ibrahim Quashoush, a Syrian poet, songwriter and 
activist whose throat was carved out before his body was 
dumped in a river in Hama in 2011. Ibrahim had been known 
as ‘the singer of the revolution’ – the song Robin refers to is 
the chant against the Alawite regime of Bashar al-Assad.

As one of the most powerful mediums of our time, film has 
been and continues to be used as a tool for opposing war, 
promoting peace with justice, and building international 
understanding, and as such many filmmakers have dedicated 
themselves to cultural resistance across time and the world, 
and most recently in the Middle East.

Jafar Panahi, the renowned director of The White Balloon, 
was slapped with a six-year house arrest and a twenty-year 
filmmaking ban in Iran on charges of political dissent but has 
continued to break the ban. Firstly with This Is Not a Film – a 
heated, frustrated attempt at circumventing the ban with a 
DIY documentary made in the confines of his living room, 
shot partly on iPhone and reportedly taken out of Iran on a 
USB stick hidden in a cake.

Panahi’s friend and collaborator Mohammad Rasoulof still 
has a prison sentence looming over his head after being 
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arrested alongside Panahi in 2010 during a film shoot, 
charged with threatening national security and making 
propaganda against Iran’s Islamic state. Rasoulof’s film 
Manuscripts Don’t Burn, an undisguised criticism of Iran’s 
feared security services, and his most overtly political work 
yet, won the International Federation of Film Critics Award at 
Cannes in 2013.

We also pay tribute to Juliano Mer-Khamis, co-director 
of Arna’s Children, about a children’s theatre group in 
Palestine’s West Bank established by his mother, an Israeli 
Jew and former Zionist, who married a Palestinian Arab. The 
film is devastating and shocking, revealing the horror of the 
Israeli occupation. Juliano was gunned down in front of the 
Freedom Theatre, the venue he helped found, at the age of 
fifty-two in 2011.
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S e e i n g  i n  t h e  D a r k
E l e a n o r  T h o m

© Chris Dooks 

The family in transition is a favourite theme in Eleanor 
Thom’s writing, which often explores her culturally diverse 
heritage. Her novel The Tin-Kin (Duckworth, 2009) won the 
Saltire Society’s First Book Award, and was featured on 
BBC2’s The Culture Show. Born in London, Eleanor now 
lives and works in Ayr.
www.eleanorthom.com
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S e e i n g  i n  t h e  D a r k
The family room is different but familiar. Notices are pinned 
on a board, bottles of hand cleaner are hung on the walls, 
and if you listen you can hear the beep and hiss of the 
monitors and ventilators. I’ve lost count of how many wards 
we’ve seen.

The room is as busy as a bus. It is only big enough for six 
chairs, and another family are already here, spilling into 
the corridor. When they see us they begin talking fast in 
another language, passing coats and bags to each other and 
rearranging themselves. Twin boys are lifted onto laps, and 
a keep-cool bag that has a chair all to itself is moved under a 
table.

Patients are allowed two visitors at a time, so we take turns. 
Mum goes straight in. I stand in the doorway. There are 
painted gardens in frames, a window with its curtains drawn 
over a bad view, and a small fridge humming in the corner.

‘Sit here,’ says the grandmother of the family.

Two of the men have stood up to make space. The 
grandmother has long hair and wears red, and I notice that 
she’s been reading from the Quran, an embroidered marker 
keeping her place. My son is dozing off and I jiggle him in the 
buggy, hoping he won’t fight it. My aunt and uncle unzip their 
anoraks and say thank you as they sit down. We know this 
family have been in it for the long haul, just like us. The picnic 
bag gives it away.

My aunt has brought a novel and a flask of tea, and my uncle 
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has a box of oatcakes, tangerines and cheese cut into cubes. 
They quietly offer each other, but neither of them wants 
anything. We drift into our own thoughts for a few moments, 
surrounded by the strangeness of it all, the maze of corridors, 
the tiny room we have to share, the identical boys that 
giggle, the men in the doorway and the women watching 
the children. The grandmother has gone back to reading her 
prayers, absorbing a passage and closing the book again, 
leaving the shiny, green marker in the same page. I put my 
hand in my pocket and touch the five lucky coins my aunt put 
in my hand to cheer me up the other day.

Sitting next to my aunt there is a woman with beautiful hair. 
She starts joking with the twins, letting them pull a handle on 
the side of her chair that sends her legs flying out on a flip-up 
footrest. My son would think it was hilarious, but he is sound 
asleep, so I go in.

There are six beds and Dad has been plugged in on the far 
end. The curtains around the patients are drawn open, and 
the first things I see are Dad’s legs, very still under the pure 
white sheet. Through the window beside him there is a tall 
brick wall and a patch of sky, just enough to show you that 
outside there’s some weather. Mum is on a chair beside the 
bed. She is holding his hand, sitting very still.

A woman lies motionless in the bed next to Dad’s. The two of 
them will never see each other. Her monitor beeps, and an 
oxygen mask is strapped over her face. I wonder why no one 
is with her. Further down the ward, an older man has been 
propped up in bed. He belongs to the other family, and they 
are combing his white hair, and clipping his beard. Perhaps 
he doesn’t want this, because he is shouting, but he can’t get 
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the sounds to come out right.

A machine helps Dad to breathe. The biggest tube goes 
down his throat, like something you’d see going into a fish 
tank, and a smaller one sucks wallpaper paste out of his 
lungs. A yellow line in is taped to his right nostril, and several 
more have been sewn into his neck with jagged black thread. 
Occasionally his eyes peep open.

‘Dad, it’s me,’ I say.

I want him to know I’ve been.

In the family room, the keep-cool bag has been opened and 
the other family are passing around a huge container full 
of carrots, all of them peeled and chopped into sticks. The 
grandmother urges each relative to take more, and the twins 
clutch at carrots like badly drawn fingers, biting them down to 
their fists.

My son has woken up as well and he has started eating his 
snack.

‘They like carrots,’ he comments, staring at everyone.

He has crumbs in his lap and crumbs sticking to his chin and 
hands.

‘They don’t want any oatcakes.’

*

Sometimes patients will die. The next day, another family 
arrives in groups of two and three, dressed just like it was 
any other afternoon. They could have been sitting down to 
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lunch or going to a football match, but instead they are here, 
having to do this. I wonder if they will always remember the 
clothes they put on today.

I know exactly what I was wearing when Dad was 
resuscitated. I remember verbatim the words that came out 
of our mouths, and lots of other stupid details that I’ll never 
forget.

People don’t always cry. A few stay a long time, watching as 
each relative goes into the ward to say goodbye and comes 
back out. Others come and go quickly, never taking a seat 
in the family room or even setting foot in it, just pacing the 
corridor with hands pushed deep in their coat pockets.

A ventilator slowly pants oxygen into the lungs. When it is 
switched off, the oxygen supply hisses continuously. It just 
hisses. And then this is also switched off.

‘They’re doing it right now,’ says a girl who has just come out.

Tears fall down her freckled cheeks, and her own family 
can’t comfort her, so she puts her head on someone else’s 
shoulder, the woman with the beautiful, black hair.

*

The ward changes all the time. The woman in the bed beside 
Dad disappears a few days later, transferred to a different 
hospital, and the nurses move the other man next to Dad. 
His family are here like us, every day. They dress up. Today 
the twins have bright, matching waistcoats, and the young 
woman has a white dress with a glittering gold trim. The 
bottom of it skims her feet.
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Quiet prayers are sung at either side of the man. The 
language is soft and hard at the same time, whispered from 
the back of the throat, and the men singing continue for a 
long time, keeping the room in a kind of suspense. For once 
we don’t talk, or insist that Dad will be fine, or hope that 
he can hear our voices. We listen to the singing and hold 
Dad’s hands. His eyes don’t open once today. The monitors 
keeping track of his heart and lungs are completely stable, 
and he sleeps peacefully.

In the family room, my aunt has one of the twins sitting on 
the arm of her chair. He is showing her a toy spaceship with 
yellow legs, and my son is pressed up close, admiring it. The 
second twin is sitting on the woman’s lap, deciphering the 
well wishes in a pile of cards.

The container full of carrots goes round, and my son is 
offered some, but he shakes his head firmly.

The young woman is opposite me and she catches my eye.

‘I’m Yasmin. Your dad is next to my dad,’ she says.

We talk for a couple of minutes, till the two men come out 
of the ward. The prayers have finished. The grandmother 
thanks them and gets up to see them out, and Yasmin goes 
in to see her father. The white dress sways around her as 
she walks.

The twins are suddenly arguing, each pulling at the toy 
spaceship, but before the grandmother is back in her seat, 
my aunt intervenes, offering them the lever on the side of 
her chair. It is a good game. The three children take turns at 
pulling the lever, and my aunt plays along, feigning surprise 
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each time the footrest flies out. It is going well until one of 
the twins leans too far forward, and the flap of the chair 
jumps out and smacks him on the chin. He cries, but his 
grandmother offers him more carrots, and then a small piece 
of cake.

My son watches the bigger boys eating carrots, and after 
that I start putting some into his snack box each day, along 
with handfuls of raisins, ham or cheese sandwiches, grapes, 
bananas, tubs of hummus, biscuits, and other favourite 
things. It is coming up to Easter and my aunt has bought 
chocolate eggs, miniature ones wrapped in gold foil.

*

And then one day, we go into the ward and Dad‘s awake, 
looking at us with his clear, blue eyes. He is still handsome. 
Nurses show us a notebook he has written in during the 
night. There are scratchy marks on the pages, as if he’s 
forgotten if he’s right or left handed. Most of the messages 
we can’t make out, but one of them definitely says this:

Sit in the sun today?

I show the page to Yasmin and she takes the notebook, 
looking carefully at Dad’s writing. He must have noticed that 
patch of sky outside his window. The last few days it’s been a 
cloudless blue.

The twins are at nursery and the men are at work, so 
Yasmin and the grandmother have come alone. They have 
not spoken much this afternoon, both of them reading from 
the Quran, the grandmother running her fingers over the 
shiny thread of the bookmark that she never moves. She 
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leans over Yasmin and looks sideways at Dad’s writing, then 
smiles. With the page at an angle, she can read another 
message, written up the margin. It’s just one word: 

Hawaii?

The grandmother points at it and says something quickly to 
Yasmin in their language.

‘After my dad woke up he thought he was at a Burns supper,’ 
Yasmin laughs. ‘That’s the first thing he talked about’.

And suddenly my son takes a carrot from his snack box. 
Right in front of the grandmother he rams the end of it into his 
mouth, snapping it between his teeth in the manner of one of 
his favourite dinosaurs.

‘That is why you are clever,’ exclaims the grandmother. 
‘Carrots are good for you!’

Visiting ends at seven.

‘I wish I had some chocolate,’ says Yasmin.

She and her grandmother are staying late tonight. The 
nurses have been prepping Yasmin’s dad to remove a tube 
from his neck, and everyone hopes he will finally be able 
to speak clearly. The grandmother is already by the doors, 
rubbing alcohol gel on her hands.

‘I want magic hands’, my son shouts.

I lift him up to pump some into his palm.

‘Can you feel it tingling?’ says Yasmin.
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He nods.

‘That’s the magic working.’

When they have gone through the doors, my aunt takes three 
chocolate eggs from her handbag, and we arrange them in a 
little nest on a napkin with Yasmin’s name on it.

See you tomorrow, my aunt writes. Think positive!

I look around to make sure nothing has been left behind. The 
keep-cool bag is pushed under the table. The grandmother’s 
knitting is wound carefully. Yasmin’s silk scarf is neatly folded, 
draped over the back of a chair. The clock says ten past 
seven.

It is getting dark. Before I leave the family room, I turn on the 
light for them.

My uncle puts his arm around me as we go to the car. Like 
every night, I hold my mum’s hand. I think of the lucky coins 
that are still in my pocket. I keep counting them to make sure 
none are lost.

© Eleanor Thom, 2013
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An animated video was created by David Galletly in response 
to ‘Seeing in the Dark’. The animation can be viewed at
www.glasgowfilm.org/forall or in the For All e-book 
available to download at the same address.
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G F T  s t a f f  r e s p o n s e

GFT Senior Front of House Manager, Angela Freeman, 
wrote a response to ‘Seeing in the Dark’ by Eleanor 
Thom.

‘Seeing in the Dark’ relayed to me a sense of togetherness, 
which can also be equated with the feeling shared by a 
cinema audience. In the text, a close and personal bond was 
produced as a result of a profound collective experience: 
the congregated members of two families (initially in a small 
‘family room’) gathered around the hospital sickbeds of their 
respective relatives. The description of the family room is one 
of a functional space kitted out to try to soften the blow, offer 
comfort or normality, and yet the signs of clinical intervention 
and hygiene are felt and seen all around.

It’s in this space that the families come together – uncles, 
aunts, children, grannies – sharing universal feelings, across 
all generations and cultures. The quiet offer of a sweetie and 
a kind, caring word from one family to the next is enough 
to give comfort to both parties during their heartache and 
anxiety.

I loved that the shared experience can link strangers and 
cross between ages and cultures. It’s this shared experience 
which can be present in cinema audiences. Cinema links a 
collected group of individuals through their shared reactions, 
whether it’s through their appreciation of a good story 
well told or shock at a controversial documentary. A full 
house at GFT can have an acutely-felt, electrically-charged 
atmosphere and often a chat on the stairs afterwards 
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confirms that we have all shared an amazingly emotional 
experience! That’s the best illustration of the power of cinema 
for me. It can take you from your comfort zone and make you 
think and feel differently, often leaving a lasting mark on your 
imagination and outlook.

We can all react personally, and often very differently, to 
a story or film. Whether these reactions unite or divide us, 
they help us to create new bonds in the same way that the 
strangers in ‘Seeing in the Dark’ feel a sense of closeness in 
spite of their unpredictable and upsetting circumstances.
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B o l t !
M a t t h e w  F i t t

© Miren Hayek 

Matthew Fitt is a novelist and poet. His passion for the Scots 
language led him, in 2001, to co-found the imprint Itchy Coo 
which publishes children’s books in Scots. Matthew has 
published many works, but is best known for But n Ben A-Go-
Go (Luath Press, 2000), a cyberpunk novel set in a futuristic 
Scotland, and Kate o Shanter’s Tale: And Other Poems 
(Luath Press, 2003). He is the official translator of Asterix into 
Scots and a member of the Scotland Writers Football Club.
www.mfitt.co.uk
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B o l t !
Ootside. Daylight. Big city. Fade in:

Oor hero walkin doon a street. (The hero's Doddsy, by the 
way.)

Cut tae two polis. (Ma brother's pals.)

Hero sees polis. Hero bolts.

Runs past lassie. (Kyra McGovern. Cannae believe she 
agreed tae dae this. Ah mean, Kyra McGovern.) Anyway, the 
lassie's greetin but the hero and the polis run straight past 
her.

They batter on doon the street. They run between hooses. 
Past the shoaps. Through the swing park.

That's the start o ma film. Ye like it? Go on. Say ye like it.

And ah bet yous are thinkin, whit's the script here, eh? 
Whit's the Hampden? Why's he runnin? Why's the polis efter 
him? Why's that lassie greetin?

That's whit they two guys said ye had tae dae. They 
two guys fae the college that came tae oor school. They said 
ye've got tae get folk hooked on your story. Right fae the 
start. Get them hooked. And then ye've got tae keep them 
watchin. Aw the wey tae the end.

The college guys were filmmakers. They showed us 
a couple o films they’d made awready. They werenae bad. 
Then they said, ‘OK dudes, who wants to make a film?’
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The rest o the kids in ma class aw started laughin. 
McCormick wis makin fartie sounds wi his oxters and shoutin 
‘OK dudes! OK dudes!’ The usual cairry-oan.

Ah pit ma haun up. 

The wan wi the beard gied me a camera. It wis a wee 
flip camera. He showed me how tae turn it on and aff and 
point it. Then they loaded an editin programme on the school 
library computer. ‘Dude, you’ve got a week. Good luck.’

Wan week!

‘Excuse me.’

Ah stoapped them on the wey oot the door.

‘Whit have ah got tae dae?’

‘Make a film,’ the beardie guy said. ‘Then we’re coming 
back for our camera.’

Ah think he wis startin tae worry he’d never see it again.

‘Ah know. But how?’

‘Be honest,’ said the other wan. ‘Just be true to 
yourself.’

Be honest. Be true. That didnae sound too bad. Ah mean, 
nothin can go wrang if ye’re honest. Sounded like a bit o a 
skoosh. Ah could dae this.

Turned oot tae be nothin like a skoosh. It wisnae easy 
at aw. In fact, it wis pure murder.
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First ah had tae write the script. Then ah got the actors. 
Doddsy, Kyra, ma brother’s pals tae be the polis. And daft 
McCormick fae ma class. Ah had tae pit McCormick in it or he 
wis gonnae batter me or nick the camera or somethin. Mind 
you, ah got him tae play the part o The Bampot in the story. 
Which wis perfect for McCormick because he’s the biggest 
bampot ye’ve ever seen.

Oor wee three-minute film took oors and oors and oors 
tae make. Filmin oot in the cauld and the rain and editin 
it in the library. It wisnae easy but efter a week we were 
feenished. It wis probably mince but it wis oors.

The ‘OK dudes’ fae the college came back tae the 
school and said we were gonnae watch it on the big screen 
in the hall. Ah thought it wid jist be weans but the Heid 
Teacher had organised some parents tae watch it tae. Some 
other teachers wi a free period wandered in. Suddenly the 
audience wisnae jist a bunch o second years pickin their 
noses. 

And so oor wee short film Bolt! got its premiere in oor 
school hall.

Fade in.

Hero runs, polis chase, lassie greets. Hero runs and catches 
The Bampot. The Bampot’s taken the lassie’s phone. The 
hero hauns the phone back tae the lassie. But the polis lift 
the both o them anyway.

Fade oot. The End.
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There wis only wan bit wi speakin in it.

LASSIE: Thanks for gettin ma phone back.

HERO: It’s awright.

LASSIE (tae the polis): It’s no fair. He’s done nuttin wrang.

BAMPOT (imitatin lassie): Lea him alane. He’s done nuttin 
wrang.

POLIS: Shut it you.

BAMPOT (tae hero): You’re deid. Ah’m gonnae snap you.

LASSIE (tae hero): Dinnae listen tae him. Can ah see ye 
again?

HERO (big cheesy smile): Aye.

Well, we got a roond o applause and McCormick shouted he 
would only sign autographs on lassie’s bras.

The ‘OK Dudes’ gied me a microphone and said who’s 
got any questions for the Director. Me, a Director?

Ah wis dead happy. Staunin there, everybody lookin at 
me. Ma name up on the big screen. Ah felt guid. Like ah’d 
done somethin really guid.

‘You’ve obviously worked very hard,’ Mr Bruce the Heid 
Teacher said. ‘But I want to ask why you had to use slang.’

Ah didnae unnerstaun.
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‘The way your characters talk,’ said Mr Bruce. ‘It’s very 
slang.’

‘But,’ ah said intae the microphone, ‘they’re jist speakin 
the way they normally speak.’

‘I’m sure some of the parents here today are quite 
shocked. We teach pupils at this school to speak properly.’

‘If it wis any different, sir, it widnae sound right.’

‘Aye, son,’ said wan o the parents. It wis Doddsy’s 
faither. ‘Naebody’ll unnerstaun your film if the actors are aw 
talkin like that.’

‘But did you no unnerstaun it, Mr Dodds?’

‘Ah agree,’ said another parent. ‘The language wis 
disgustin.’

Aw ma life people had been tellin me the wey ah 
spoke wis disgustin and slang. Ah got it fae ma parents and 
grandparents, fae ma teachers and noo ah wis gettin it again 
because it wis in the film.

‘Ah’m sorry ye didnae like it. It’s jist the wey maist folk 
talk roon here.’

Ah looked across the room at the Heid Teacher. Ah wis 
tryin no tae greet.

‘A film’s supposed tae show ye things the wey they are, 
is it no? Whit’s wrang wi that?’

The weans aw burst oot laughin and McCormick started 
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a slow handclap. The Heidie thanked everybody then tellt me 
ah had tae go tae his office. The filmmakers were packin up 
their equipment.

‘Good film,’ they said. ‘For a first timer.’

‘Naw it wisnae,’ ah said. ‘Naebody liked it.’

‘It was honest. You were the only honest person in the 
room. You can come to our Saturday workshops if you want.’

‘But ah’ve no got a camera.’

‘What about the one in your hand?’

‘Ah’ve tae gie ye it back.’

‘Keep it,’ said the filmmaker wi the beard.

‘So you’ll come help us make more films?’ said the 
other wan.

‘Are yous gonnae make me speak aw posh?’

‘As long as you’re honest, you can speak any way you 
want.’

‘Awright then,’ ah said. ‘That sounds guid.’

© Matthew Fitt, 2013
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An animated video was created by David Galletly in response 
to ‘Bolt!’ The animation can be viewed at 
www.glasgowfilm.org/forall or in the For All e-book 
available to download at the same address.
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G F T  s t a f f  r e s p o n s e

Previous GFT Learning Programmer for Young 
Audiences, Paul Macgregor, wrote a response to ‘Bolt!’ 
by Matthew Fitt.

‘OK dudes, who wants to make a film?’

Reading over Matthew Fitt’s ‘Bolt!’ made me dwell on the 
past four years I’ve spent working with young audiences at 
GFT. I’ve managed projects and events aimed at getting 
young people interested in world cinema, curating and 
filmmaking. Not always an easy task.

Many of the experiences have been incredible – helping 
deaf and hearing teenagers write scripts together, witnessing 
shy students blossom into confident hosts, or watching 300 
nursery kids from Easterhouse create a YouTube sensation.

The film This Sucks The Movie is available on the GFT 
website: www.glasgowfilm.org/forall

Sometimes the projects have run into unexpected difficulties. 
Teenagers are impulsive and opinionated, and they don’t 
all have the same objectives and cultural references. It’s 
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important that they feel they have ‘creative ownership’ (a 
phrase banded about a lot in youth arts) of a project and 
that the work reflects their true intentions, as the filmmakers 
remind the nameless protagonist in ‘Bolt!’.

What I recognised most in ‘Bolt!’ is the acknowledgement 
that while filmmaking technology is increasingly cheaper 
and smaller, it still remains out of reach for many young 
Glaswegians. And they don’t always know where to begin. 
Despite being surrounded by moving images everywhere we 
go, there are few opportunities to learn about the intricacies 
of filmmaking.

Filmmaking is a team process and can take a long time to 
master. Applications like Vine and Instagram make it easier 
to share clips among friends, but it doesn’t necessarily mean 
we’re becoming more sophisticated at making films.

We’re trying to combat this all year round at GFT, especially 
at the Glasgow Youth Film Festival each February, by 
offering young people the chance to learn from industry 
professionals and their peers. We want to offer young people 
encouragement and advice that guides them to their next 
creative opportunity.

This film is available on the GFT website: 
www.glasgowfilm.org/forall
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‘We teach pupils at this school to speak properly.’

As a Spanish graduate, I can appreciate the importance 
of language to a nation’s identity. Working as a classroom 
assistant in Barcelona, I would be scolded by my Catalan 
students for not learning Gaelic, even when I protested that 
less than 2% of Scottish people could speak it. To the proud 
nationalists of Catalonia, the love of their Catalan language 
defined them. To outsiders like me, it appeared to just 
provoke hostility from the rest of Spain.

Like most Glaswegians, I can read ‘Bolt!’ fairly easily. The 
majority of us wouldn’t notice that we’re using Scots words 
like eejit, loch and boak in our daily conservations. But if 
‘Bolt!’ were written in Gaelic, I wouldn’t have a clue what 
was going on. Does that make me less Scottish? I’m often 
mistaken for coming from Edinburgh (i.e. I sound a bit posh) 
even though I grew up in Govanhill. I wonder if I’d be viewed 
as an authentic ‘weegie’ if I spoke more like the characters in 
‘Bolt!’.

‘ … Can ah see ye again?’

The filmmakers who excite me most these days are female: 
Kelly Reichardt, Jane Campion, Lynn Shelton, Mia Hansen 
Love, Céline Sciamma, Sarah Polley … Yes, they’re affluent 
white women but they’re out there, writing their own stories.

In ‘Bolt!’, the sole female character remains at the periphery 
of the filmmaking experience. Kyra’s character is greetin 
about her stolen mobile and waits to be rescued by the 
(male) Hero. It’s not her film and so it’s not her vision. Who 
looks after her story?
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In my time at GFT, young women like Myriam and Cassie 
have been the most inspiring people to make and discuss 
films with. Out in the real world, women still have fewer 
options available and are often forced to make more career 
sacrifices than men.

A high percentage of senior staff at GFT are female, which 
is rare, but a quick glance at past GFT brochures reveal 
that sadly, there are less films screened directed by women 
compared to men. In 2012, the BFI revealed that the number 
of British women directing films decreased by 7%.
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S h a d o w s  i n  C o l o u r
N a l i n i  P a u l

© J J Coleman 

Nalini Paul’s first poetry pamphlet, Skirlags, was shortlisted 
for the Callum Macdonald Award in 2010. Since working as 
George Mackay Brown Writing Fellow in Orkney (2009-10), 
her poetry has moved increasingly towards rural and coastal 
landscapes. Through collaborative projects with visual 
artists, dancers and musicians, she continues to push the 
boundaries of her writing. Stage credits include Ankur
Productions’ Ha-Ha (2012) and Jukebox (2013). A screen-
printed booklet of her poem, ‘Hrafn Floki’, based on the 
Shetland folk story, is held by The National Gallery of Modern 
Art’s Special Books Collection. Nalini teaches Creative 
Writing in Glasgow.
www.whwn.co.uk
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S h a d o w s  i n  C o l o u r

The house lights go down
and mobiles switch off.
Are we in this together?

In that lilac dream
where we never meet,
lovers or enemies make chance encounters.

But the same window frames our desire:
shadows, colour and light
play tricks with the eye.

As you watch all the destinies you may never visit
make the journey, starry eyed;

every frame a memory of some other place

We copy, they mimic
from Arabia to India.
Echo wears their jewels in her crown.
And up and down the country
we watch blackened faces
speak in accents that trip off the tongue.

Then questions form like little flames:
why does my heart dance

at the apparition,
shapes that will never know me by name?
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Sitting here in the dark
where no colours exist
boundaries shouldn’t cross us.

Yet even in this gazing
what do you see?

The camera lies.
Then something stirs in the pool of thought
some swell of mystery catches each sigh.

Arré yaar, look at me
and don’t turn away:
I’m only your reflection.

Arré (Hindi) – ‘Hey’ or ‘Come on, now’
Yaar (Hindi) – friend, my friend

© Nalini Paul, 2013
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An animated video was created by David Galletly in response 
to ‘Shadows in Colour’. The animation can be viewed at 
www.glasgowfilm.org/forall or in the For All e-book 
available to download at the same address.
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G F T  s t a f f  r e s p o n s e

GFT Marketing and Press Officer, Jane Hartshorn, wrote 
a response to ‘Shadows in Colour’ by Nalini Paul.

I remember once jumping on a bus in Toronto, my destination 
a vague location I had been unable to quite pinpoint on the 
map. I had a rough sketch with me, with an ‘X’ marking the 
spot (which turned out to be completely useless). Anxious 
as to how I would find the place, I tried to imagine every 
eventuality; foresee everything that could potentially go 
wrong between A and B.

I was working as a waitress for the summer between 
university terms, and as the bus raced into deepest darkest 
suburbia, I felt something slowly begin to lift and a calm settle 
over me. After three months of writing down orders, making 
table plans, remembering to ‘pick up’ checks, I found myself 
unable to plan the immediate future. I was used to being in 
charge (a director of sorts) of the dining experience; creating 
short-lived stories for each table of guests (starter, main, 
dessert), and guiding them through each stage, smoothing 
seams, giving the appearance of a streamlined operation. 
It was suddenly difficult to let go. It was difficult not to feel 
responsible.

On the bus, I realised I didn’t need to speak to anyone. 
Nobody was looking at me. I didn’t know my ‘next step’. I had 
no ‘plan of action’. I had no idea where I was! It was hot and 
people gripped the steel poles with sticky hands or looked 
meditatively out the window. Were they making shopping lists 
or frantically running through their ‘To Do’ lists? Perhaps they 
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were thinking about nothing. Just absorbing the countryside 
as it rattled past. For the first time in ages, I switched off 
and let the light ripple over me. This isn’t to say I wasn’t 
engaging; I was just engaging in a different way. I felt like I 
was connecting with what was in front of me, not what was 
behind or ahead of me. Instead of feeling a loss of control, I 
felt liberated.

I experience something similar when I go to the cinema. I 
try not to guess predictable plots, or get stuck down gaping 
holes in the story-line. I prefer films which don’t have an 
obvious beginning, middle or end. And I like to forget that I 
have a beginning, middle and end. The structure of my life 
falls away and what is left is a continuous present which 
temporarily takes me out of myself and holds me in its ‘lilac 
light’. This feeling is heightened by sitting in darkness. I 
cannot see myself. My body and the bodies of those around 
me subside into shadow. I hear the fizz of the bottle of 
sparkling water beside me; so loud I imagine the bubbles 
swelling and popping like giant jellyfish into the darkness. 
The audience become one thinking, feeling consciousness. 
We exist in the rise and the fall, the swirl of light and 
shadow. Sitting side by side our minds meet in the space 
between seat and screen and we gather there, disembodied, 
suspended like a prayer.

When we leave, we enter our lives again. Like stepping 
outside after a summer rain shower, we walk away, our feet 
light.
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C i n e m a  f o r  a l l - e x c e p t  m e  a n d 
m y  w i f e
B e r n a r d  M a c L a v e r t y

© Bernard MacLaverty 

Bernard MacLaverty was born in Belfast and lived there until 
1975 when he moved to Scotland. He now lives in Glasgow. 
He has written five collections of short stories, four novels 
and versions of his fiction for other media – radio plays, 
television plays and screenplays. Recently he has written a 
number of libretti for short operas. His Collected Short Stories 
was published in 2013.
www.bernardmaclaverty.com
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C i n e m a  f o r  a l l  –  e x c e p t  m e  a n d  m y 
w i f e
For the last couple of days I’ve been suffering from gout 
but I’m determined, with the aid of a blackthorn stick and 
Madeline, my wife, to go to the Tuesday night BAFTA 
screening. The reason I’m in BAFTA is because I’ve made 
some screenplays from books I’ve written.

When we get to the Odeon I know the stairs will be a 
problem for me so I ask an Odeon girl if there is a lift. She 
sees the blackthorn stick and understands. Madeline goes off 
to check us in. The Odeon girl takes me to the first floor in the 
service elevator.

‘What are you going to see?’ 

‘A Beautiful Mind.’

‘That’s BAFTA,’ she says. ‘That’s on the ground floor 
tonight.’

So she steps out of the lift, leaving me alone, and presses 
the button to send me to the ground floor. On the journey 
down the lift gives a number of wheezes and shudders and 
there are some clanking noises like a village pump handle 
falling off and everything jerks to a halt. No matter which 
button I press the lift will go neither up nor down. I eye the 
alarm button. Red – dangerous looking. I try to open the 
doors by pulling them apart. Nothing.

I imagine pressing the alarm button and the effect it will 
have – people streaming out of every one of the ten cinema 
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screens, maybe trampling people underfoot, deaths even. 
They’ll have to stand in the rain for the duration of the 
emergency cursing whoever was responsible. Or would it be 
like one of those teeth-grinding car alarms that go off in the 
middle of the night which go on for ages at great volume and 
drive everyone mad.

Five minutes. More pressing of up and down buttons. 
The movie will be starting. And if there is one thing I hate it 
is going into a movie late. Even missing the credit sequence 
annoys me. Madeline will be wondering where the hell I am. 
Red for danger. Don’t be alarmed. But what else can I do? I 
press an alarm button for the first time in my life. It is like a 
wee doorbell.

Tring.

Is Jimmy in? 

And again. Tring. It doesn’t go on and on. Tring.

A distant Odeon girl voice.

‘Yes, we can hear you. Just a moment and we’ll get you 
out. No need to keep pressing the alarm.’

That’s me told. So I wait. And wait.

Somewhere in my beautiful mind I remember reading 
about the inventor of the elevator – Otis, I think he was. The 
first one was in a five-storey china shop on Broadway and it 
was essential to Mr Otis’s invention to have a safety device 
that when a steel cable broke the elevator stopped. It didn’t 
fall. I was glad to have read about it all those years ago. If it 
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did fall I could always try the experiment of jumping into the 
air just prior to the moment of impact. Other male staff have 
been called in and above the rattling and twisting noises I can 
hear their voices.

‘Ohhh shit.’

‘I’ve never seen one like that.’

‘Is it this way or that way?’

‘We’re going to have to turn the power off.’

‘Where’s the bloody brake things?’

They don’t know I can hear them. Then a change of voice 
and someone shouts,

‘Is the customer okay?’

It crosses my mind to mention my ailment – no, I haven’t 
been feeling well all day – it’s this foot. But instead I yell at 
the air vent.

‘Yes, fine.’

‘We’ll have you out of there in no time, sir.’

I take the weight off my bad foot and lean against the wall 
and look around. On the floor are hundreds of cellophane 
wrapped rolls – for hot dogs – the kind of white rolls you suck 
rather than chew. And four cardboard boxes marked ‘one of 
four’ and ‘two of four’ and so on up to ‘four of four’. One is 
open and it contains leaflets for the spring season at a local 
theatre. The customer decides to sit down on one of the 
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boxes and browse the brochure. A different voice shouts,

‘We’re going to wind you up to the first floor, sir.’

Then the same voice drops into conversational mode.

‘Which way is up?’

There is a small squeaking noise over the next five or ten 
minutes.

‘It’ll not be long now, sir.’

They are winding me up. All hope of seeing A Beautiful 
Mind has gone. The Odeon girl is on the first floor. They are 
trying to line up the lift with the floor exactly so the gates will 
open.

‘Just give me another two inches,’ she shouts.

‘That’s what the wife says all the time,’ says one of the 
winchers.

I see light and the doors give a wobble and open a 
fraction. I put a smile on my face to walk out with. But the 
door sticks. I see wee pink girlie fingers trying to force the 
inner doors.

‘If I lose my fingers I’ll sue,’ she says.

But it doesn’t open. There’s a confab on walkie-talkies. 
The decision is to open the bottom floor doors and wind the 
lift down. So they try that. It takes ages.

Squeaky, squeak, click, squeakity, clickety.
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‘It’s harder winding it down than bringing it up,’ says a 
voice.

There is only so much pleasure you can get out of a 
theatre brochure of future events. The print is so small and 
the layout so trendy that I would have to get my glasses out 
and I can’t be bothered. I consider sucking a roll. Comfort 
food. It is not a realistic way to pass the time. Occasionally 
they shout encouragement.

‘We’ll have you out of there in a jiffy.’

But that only makes it seem more serious. Like I’m trapped 
down a mine or in a submarine. How many jiffys in half an 
hour?

The lift doors are brown, the magnolia light-shade is of 
plastic and is broken. Somebody has scratched a name on 
the inside of the door. How or why did he do that? A lift which 
only journeyed to one floor. You wouldn’t have time to get 
your penknife out, never mind carve a name on it.

Clickety, squeaky, squeak, click, squeaky.

One of the winders’ voices floats clearly down to me.

‘This happened in Dundee,’ he says.

I can hear him panting. The way he says it, whatever he 
is doing must be hard work. Eventually we reach the bottom 
floor and still the inner doors won’t open. The girly fingers 
peep in again, four little pink pads. And again I arrange a 
smile on my face for my exit. I try to think of a good joke but 
nothing comes. I imagine the effect a good joke would have, 
but cannot imagine the joke itself. Odeon girl will turn to her 
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mate and say, ‘He was trapped in the lift and when he came 
out all he said was dot, dot, dot … Isn’t that hilarious?’

There is a great rattling of keys and grunting and little 
indecipherable swears as things fail to engage or click. Now 
I hear my wife’s voice clearly. She has given up on the movie 
and wants me rescued.

‘What about the Fire Brigade?’ she says.

When I was a child I called it the Firemigade. By this time 
someone of the managerial class has arrived – someone 
who is addressed as Mister Elliot. He will take the decision 
to call the Firemigade. I hear Odeon girl talking to my wife. 
Comforting her. She urges Madeline to shout words of 
encouragement to me – which she does. The words come in 
through a little grille beside the light,

‘They’ve sent for the Fire Brigade. Are you all right, love?’

We have never been ones for Public Displays of 
Affection and the shouted word ‘love’ is a source of some 
embarrassment.

‘I’m fine.’

They can’t hear me as well as I can hear them. Why do 
I keep trying to think of witty things to say when I get out 
– instead of threatening them. ‘I’ve drafted a letter to my 
solicitors on the back of this theatre brochure. Woe betide 
you and your cinema!’ Instead, weak jokes about the soft rolls 
or about my recently acquired knowledge of the Glasgow 
theatre season are uppermost.

I try to remember movies with lift sequences in them. 
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Sorry, elevator sequences. The James Bond fight to the 
death in Diamonds Are Forever. Willy Wonka and his multi-
dimensional glass Wonkavator. Shirley MacLaine as the 
elevator girl, in The Apartment with Jack Lemmon. Peter 
Sellers with dubious friends and the fart gag. Passionate sex 
in elevators between floors – how many times have I seen 
that cliché – then I remember I am on my own. Still …

Away in the distance I hear the growing nee-naw, nee-naw 
of a firemigade engine. It gets louder and louder, then stops. 
Clumpy sounds, several new voices. Voices of real authority.

‘Are you all right in there?’

‘Yes.’

The Fireman decides he wants the lift winched up again 
to the first floor. There is some muttered discussion and 
hesitation from the muscle team aloft.

‘I’m in charge here – keep it going.’

The Fireman seems very positive.

Clickety squeaky, squeak, click, squeaky, clickety, clickety, 
clickety.

‘It’s easier than winding it down.’

I feel no sense of movement – have no idea whether I’m 
going up or down. When I reach the first floor the door is 
dragged open a half inch by big black rubber fingers. But it 
won’t open. I hear the Firemen talk,

‘We don’t want to have to dismantle it.’
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‘No way,’ says somebody who sounds like Mister Elliot.

I envisage cowering against the back wall trying not to 
look at the acetylene brightness and fizzing sparks bouncing 
around me as they cut their way in – in time for breakfast. 
Safe but with acetylene burns on the retina.

‘Up a bit,’ shouts the Fireman.

Something somewhere is snagging or jamming.

‘Down a bit.’

There are a number of loud thumps and bangs. The doors 
open. I see a Fireman’s wellington boots, navy uniforms 
rising to yellow helmets. There is a crowd. My wife, cinema 
managers, usherettes selling ice cream, bystanders. But I am 
between floors. All they can see of the customer is his head 
and shoulders. For me the ground is chin high. The Fireman 
offers me a hand to pull me up.

‘Can you get yourself up here?’

‘I’ve a bad leg,’ I say, without going into the whole gout 
history. ‘That’s why I’m in the lift.’

He makes me turn my back on the assembled company 
and raise myself on my toes as much as I can. Then I feel 
his hands slide under my oxters and he pulls me up, the way 
he’d pull a willick from its shell. Madeline comes forward 
to kiss me. A Public Display of Affection. Except for the 
clumsiness of my blackthorn stick it’s like the final scene 
of a Hollywood movie. The Odeon girl smiles warmly. After 
the kiss I shrug and grin. I can’t think of anything witty in the 
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circumstances. Then the Fireman who pulled me out says,

‘You wrote that book, that thing about … eh, about …’

‘Yes, I did.’

‘My girlfriend read it.’

We shake hands and I backslap him as we walk down the 
carpeted stairs. The crowd disperses. The Odeon girl gives 
us free coffee and ice cream and two tickets to any show, any 
time.

© Bernard MacLaverty, 2013

An animated video was created by David Galletly in response 
to ‘Cinema for all – except me and my wife’. The animation 
can be viewed at www.glasgowfilm.org/forall or in the For 
All e-book available to download at the same address.
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G F T  s t a f f  r e s p o n s e

GFT Development Executive, Liana Marletta, wrote a 
response to ‘Cinema for all - except me and my wife’ by 
Bernard MacLaverty.

We are all in it together.

Bernard MacLaverty’s ‘Cinema for all - except me and my 
wife’ really spoke to me. I have a horror of lifts and have 
happily walked thirteen flights of stairs in high-rises to avoid 
them. My terror of elevators began when I was a child, on 
holiday on the Isle of Man. We had just been to see Chitty 
Chitty Bang Bang and had returned to our hotel. Playing 
about with the lift, my brother and I got stuck there. It was 
an old-fashioned lift with wooden see-through bars. I was 
convinced it had been stopped by the Child Catcher who 
would open up a trapdoor inside the lift and take us away.

I was glad that the sense of humour of Bernard’s ‘beautiful 
mind’ somewhat attenuated the fear of being stuck in that 
lift in the Odeon. He wonderfully conveyed the sense of 
community you can get inside a cinema where everyone 
feels connected in a shared experience, culminating in the 
Hollywood kiss finale with his relieved wife Madeline. Life’s 
dramas inspire filmmaking, and cinema can influence the 
way we experience life. The image of Bernard being lifted 
and pulled out of the lift like a ‘willick from its shell’ makes 
me think of cinema as a form of escape or liberation from our 
selves. Huddled in our dark spaces, the cinema experience 
lifts us from our own solitary confinement and lets us get 
inside the skin of others. Other cultures. Other epochs. Other 
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people. Animals and plants, too. Inanimate objects. Cinema 
is astral travel of our consciousness. Our conscience, too, 
can be elevated through these travels.

I was moved by Bernard’s hesitation to press the alarm 
button in consideration of the people in the ten cinema 
screens who might trample themselves to death. The wee 
red doorbell which Bernard eventually pressed does remind 
me of a dramatic bell incident in my life. Bear with me, this 
does have cinematic connections …

I visited New York in 1994. It was my first ever trip outside 
the comfort zone of Europe. I could not stop feeling that I 
was in a movie where people talked like Scorsese characters 
or were imbued with the wit of Woody Allen. New York was 
in your face friendly but also had an edge. My rabid sense 
of imagination could take the better of me. A black bin bag 
on the fire escape stairwell outside my hotel window, I was 
convinced, was a body bag. It didn’t help that my holiday 
book companion was James Ellroy’s The Black Dahlia. I did 
not have gout, like Bernard, but I was suffering for the first 
(and happily the last) time in my life from a kidney infection 
which added an edge of delirium to my senses. The borders 
between our experience of cinema and the ‘real’ world are 
often liminal. Especially if you are in a city synonymous with 
cinema and filmmaking.

The year before I had met Thelma Schoonmaker Powell, 
Martin Scorsese’s editor. She had come to GFT as part of 
a UK tour to promote the second part of her late husband 
Michael Powell’s biography. Scorsese had introduced them. 
She continuously talked about Michael in the present tense 
as if he was right beside her. I took to her immensely. She 
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was such a warm-hearted and highly intelligent lady. She had 
said:

‘If you are ever in New York, please come and see me.’

I had been building up my courage to phone Thelma and 
take up her kind offer. Would she remember me? Did she 
really mean for me to contact her? That early morning I 
frogmarched myself to the public phone booths in the hotel 
(yes, a pre-mobile era). My fingers wobbled like drunken legs 
over the dial. She answered too quickly for me to slam the 
phone down.

‘Why sure I remember you! Wow, you are in New York?’ 
Thelma’s sweeping generous voice sang into my ears.

She said she was busy editing Casino but sure, why didn’t I 
pop over for a short visit.

I put the phone down and as I was telling my companion, 
David, that we were going to Cappa Productions that 
afternoon, the index finger which had dialled Thelma’s 
number, electrified with post-traumatic jubilance, pushed a 
nearby red button which was - to quote Bernard - like ‘a wee 
doorbell’.

As we were making our way out of the hotel, myself in a 
dream state, an alarm had arisen, and a commotion of 
people were exiting their rooms on all floors, some in just 
their pyjamas or underwear. It was like a comic Buster 
Keaton spectacle of the sinking of the Titantic. A look of 
sleepy confusion yet determined purpose in people’s faces 
as they became tributaries forming one moving river towards 
one destination. The exit. Was the hotel being used for a film 
shoot?
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I asked someone what was happening. I was told a fire alarm 
had gone off. Sure enough as I was turning the corner the 
fire brigade were arriving. No smoke, no fire. Just the guilty 
DNA of my index finger on that bell. I hid my hand deep in 
my pocket as we slithered away from the Garment District 
towards Central Park. The Joker causing panic in Gotham 
City.

Thelma greeted David and me with the warmth of long 
lost reunited friends. She gave us a cuppa and a wee tour 
of Cappa. She showed us the archives unit where Martin 
Scorsese’s immense collection of films was being restored. 
An old Bob Hope and Bing Crosby comedy was being 
lovingly attended to like a newborn babe by the archivists 
Thelma introduced us to. Thelma talked warmly of Scorsese 
and Cappa’s diverse and eclectic collection, the passion and 
devotion to cinema in all its forms.

‘Just before you go, I’ll see if Marty can say hello.’

Thelma’s words made me freeze. I hadn’t considered that 
Martin Scorsese was present. My mind became tempest-
tossed. What will I say to him? Say I work at GFT and was 
really sad that I did not see him when he visited in the early 
Eighties because it was before my time. Would I make 
small talk of Italy with my own Italian connections? Tell him 
I thought I had seen a body bag outside my hotel? Had 
alarmed New York’s fire brigade?

As Thelma’s hand pointed to a door, she whispered to me 
that when Marty is working on a film he gets quite obsessive 
and doesn’t like to be disturbed. Not to take it personally if he 
says ‘No’.
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Thelma’s hand was poised for a gentle knock, her ear glued 
to the door.

A vision of Scorsese, sporting a Mohican hairdo, growling 
repeatedly, ‘Do you want to talk to me?’ machine-gunned my 
brain.

I immediately begged her not to knock, and with adrenaline-
fuelled flight I darted along the corridor. The Cowardly Lion 
running from the Wizard of Oz.

I thought afterwards on the democratic generosity of spirit 
and passion which Scorsese’s archivists exuded, making 
sure films were kept alive for future generations to enjoy. 
And new filmmakers being given the chance to discover 
past filmmakers who might otherwise have been forgotten. 
Thelma’s own marriage to Michael Powell (thirty-five years 
her senior), instigated by Martin Scorsese, incarnated this 
coming together of past and present filmmakers.

I also thought it’s an audience that keeps films alive, as a 
human collective archive, passing cinema on from generation 
to generation. We are all in it together.

If only, if only I had lingered a second longer and not taken 
flight. Maybe, that door would have creaked open ...
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T h e  L a n d  o f  G r i s s
E w a n  M o r r i s o n

© Angela Catlin 

Ewan Morrison is an award-winning novelist, screenwriter 
and director. He has published six novels and was the 
winner of the Scottish Book of the Year (SMIT) Fiction Prize 
in 2013 for his novel Close Your Eyes. In 2012 he was the 
winner of the Glenfiddich Spirit of Scotland Scottish Writer 
of the Year Award, the Not the Booker Prize, a finalist in the 
Saltire Society Book of the Year and a finalist in the Creative 
Scotland Writer of the Year Award. He’s been nominated 
for three BAFTAs and winner of the Royal Television 
Society Best Drama Award. His first feature film, Swung, 
an adaptation of his first novel, will be released in 2015 and 
his novel Tales from the Mall (2012) is being adapted into a 
multi-media art event.
www.ewanmorrison.com
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T h e  L a n d  o f  G r i s s

A found fragment of an account of a visit to a mysterious 
land. Author unknown. 

Translated by Ewan Morrison.

… I hereby recount the tale of my adventures in a land 
unknown to many a man, told of only in legend and hearsay 
and even then discounted as a heresy and a myth.

I had, within circles, let it be known that I could no 
longer abide this world of poverty and riches, of tormented 
inequalities and iniquities and so, in fluctuations between 
thoughts of taking my own life and starting afresh in full 
sobriety, I did come upon the plan to voyage to the land 
of Griss. How I should find such a place was beyond my 
limited knowledge, and I cannot here recount the locality or 
the nature of the trip – as the Grissians have held me to a 
vow of secrecy, and it is only with great difficulty that I have 
managed to smuggle this information out. Suffice to say that 
in the interests of protecting their lands, my trip was spent 
entirely with blindfold and lasted many days and nights. 
Though in truth I could not tell sunrise from sunset due to 
the blindfold, which I must add was of as fine and gentle a 
material as I have ever encountered, such is the beneficent 
nature and concern for the wellbeing of all that finds its true 
home in the land of Griss. I must also add that my captors, 
or friends, or yet again saviours, took me in the night and 
how they heard of my desire to travel to their land I know 
not, because my rantings could surely have travelled no 
further than the walls of the tavern in which I had chosen to, 
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for the last time, drown my sorrows with wines and a vial of 
laudanum which I had procured to that sorrowful end. And 
in fading delirium I may have cursed and sworn that no such 
land of equality could ever exist on God’s abandoned Earth 
and that the name of the land of Griss was a fable sent only 
to torment us.

I awoke to a blinding light with a sweet and painful buzz of 
the head and there before me, upon that far foreign shore, I 
first cast my eyes upon the Grissians. They were neither tall, 
nor small, and were of a singular uniformity. Whether this was 
a product of breeding I know not, as it was impossible to see 
their bodies or faces, covered as they were with that grey 
garment I believe their land was named after (although the 
pronunciation of the word ‘Gris’ in French is rather different). 
This garment was the mirrored inversion of the blindfold, in 
that while I was naked (I apologise, I had not mentioned that 
or perhaps had omitted such information for fear of offending) 
and was wearing only my blindfold, the Grissians were 
covered from head to toe in that fine grey material and it was 
only the eyes which could be seen. This robe of theirs, they 
took no time at all in imposing upon myself, pulling one over 
my head, so that forthwith, I, like them, was clothed in this 
identical fabric. As bulky as it was, I was amazed to find that 
it was exceptionally comfortable; it seemed a kind of new-
buck leather, sewn together from many small pelts, with great 
care. The surface was as soft and sensitive as that of a goat 
kid and in truth was not of a singular grey but a grey beige, 
with many exquisitely subtle differences of tone and colour. 
This second skin breathed within the air, and I was grateful 
for that as the land of Griss is blessed with an abundance of 
sunshine.
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I could not speak their language, but they were conversant 
in mine, as they make it a rule to learn all languages of 
the earth so as to accommodate all who were shed upon 
their shore. Three of their kind were before me, and a vast 
number behind, labouring within their village. The three, I 
hazarded, were two in number of the feminine sex and one 
of the masculine, although this was impossible to determine 
absolutely, the garment of the Griss being of such density, 
and in the manner of the Moorish Burka, as I have said 
before, covering all but the eyes. As I was quite perplexed 
by this state of affairs and for want of a way to initiate 
conversation, beyond the immediate rituals of politeness, 
greetings and thanks, I enquired about the history of their 
robe and the following was explained to me; this being told 
not by one or other but by all in turn, talking as if one.

The garment, it was told, came from a time of conflict, and 
was the solution their people had invented. In that time of 
conflict, there were many incomers and people of different 
races in the land of Griss and with them they brought women 
both sumptuous to behold and elfin in their grace; they 
brought jewels and gems and inventions that were the envy 
of all, and this was the problem. Covetousness, they said, 
then led to theft and then to adultery and then to retribution 
and seizure of land, and vengeful slaughter until it ended with 
a war of all against all.

Sadly, yes, I commented, I was all too familiar with this 
sorrowful state of affairs. And, to this day greed and murder 
continued to be the way in all the nations I had searched.

They commended me on my insight but chastised my land 
for failing to move from critique to solution. After their great 
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awakening, they told, their peace had lasted nine hundred 
years, with but one interruption, and in that near millenium 
there was neither theft, nor greed, nor prejudice and all were 
equal before all, all thanks to this ingenious garment which 
rendered all the same to the eye. For with it, a man could not 
covet his neighbour’s wife, for he could not see her forms, 
and the fat and the thin could conceal their differences, and 
so too the black and the white of skin; the heaviness of the 
material and its generous distribution causing many folds, as 
gracious as the natural curves but covering all trace of the 
forms beneath.

I shared with them their enthusiasm, and noted that they 
did nod and hum when in agreement with each other in a way 
most amusing and pleasing. I was surprised, however, to find 
that in my conversing, I was neither amusing a fair woman, 
nor competing with a man for the attentions of that woman, 
as I knew not which sex I was addressing, there being 
but minor variations in the tone of the voices, their octave 
and pitch; and this to me came as a relief from my inner 
competitiveness.

I ventured a question: How, pray tell, does a man find a 
wife in this fair and equal land? And how, once he has found 
her, does he identify her? This little witticism did not meet 
with favour, and I noted then something which caused me 
alarm later in my stay, which is that I never once heard a 
Grissian laugh.

The choosing of a wife is unnecessary, the Grissians 
replied, one finishing the sentences of the former and so on, 
in a round. Since we are all equal, there is no need to hold 
onto a wife as one would a possession. Possessions too are 
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communally owned. Nobody owns anyone and all things are 
shared.

Most excellent, I said, but wait! As a thought had troubled 
me. Does this mean that a man does not know who his wife 
is? Could he not accidentally bed with another?

Names are not used here and this practice is common. 

Extraordinary. So any person may bed with another?

All is shared, there is no adultery here, everyone is free 
and equal, came the reply.

But what if an old man with bad breath and gout were to 
bed a virgin?

We are all equal, came the same reply, intoned by all. 
Old men, they informed me, often dispatched themselves 
with a painless poison made of the leaves of the special and 
compassionate Gala Tree, but they were under no pressure 
to do so.

I agreed that euthanasia was indeed an advanced and 
virtuous civic agreement and bemoaned the sorry state of 
the elderly in my own country: abandoned, forgotten, living 
in misery and dejection without the dignity of a painless exit. 
Still, I was concerned by further questions of equality.

Bearing in mind, I said, the effective use of the garment 
in removing all differences, what about the state of undress 
in coitus. What if a negro were to bed a Jew? What if a man 
were to bed another man?

Such oppressive distinctions have no value here, we are 
all equal.
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So I might bed every person in this land of any sex or race 
and still not even know their names.

We are all equal, and not as concerned as to the question 
of bedding as you seem to be.

Yah-ho, this truly is the miraculous land! I exclaimed. Again 
I noted that not only were the Grissians beyond mirth, but 
they did not take well to expressive enthusiasm. I trusted 
that it would be the same for other extreme emotions and 
enquired about this.

Indeed, they said, any ostentatious displays of character 
were frowned upon, as in the past, before they had learned 
to modulate their manner and their voices so as to be more 
like each other in every way. Such little quirks of character 
had in one of the earlier times of the garment’s evolution, 
given rise to a vast guessing game; this was the time of the 
first or former or imperfect garment, which had been made 
of other things, and not of the true garment which came only 
later, after the Great Awakening. At this time, no matter that 
they were covered in the first garment, men and women 
nonetheless sought to distinguish themselves from others, by 
various cunning games and tricks – a hemline raised here; 
a voice lowered there; the eye holes cut wider to reveal the 
skin colour beneath; or the colour and style of the hair; shoes 
of a different fashion beneath and so on. And so once again, 
since man is a fallen creature, differences led to inequality. In 
a matter of small time, there were dissenters who thought the 
grey garment too dull, who coloured and cropped theirs, who 
tore holes to display their heads in their entirety, who raised it 
to the calf to display the sensuous lines of a singular ankle.
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In the telling of this history they grew quite animated, with 
movements of their hands beneath their gowns. I noticed 
then that the hands were also clothed in this same grey 
material, the cut of the gloves being of such high quality that 
the skin was hugged both tightly and imperceptibly. We were 
walking then through the village and the vistas I saw, of fifty 
folk, identical in every way in their grey, sharing the tasks of 
farming and selling and mending, in idyllic unison, were in 
stark contrast to the words they did say.

There came a time of rebellion, they said, in which a 
faction ripped off their garments and declared that only true 
nudity could lead to equality, that we were all born naked and 
so must all be equal within our true kins. This was a time, 
they said, when the garment was made of more cumbersome 
materials and that more than any disagreements may have 
led to the uprising.

I pictured this world of nudity in my mind’s eye as I stared 
out at a long line of people in their garments standing with 
baskets at the vegetable stalls. Vegetables, which I have 
to say, were stunning in their uniformity of form and colour, 
being of a quite singular grey. There too were skins of 
animals hanging to dry, for as a people they held onto their 
primitive origins and believed that nothing should ever be 
wasted; every part of a beast and of a flower was to be used, 
the stem and the brain, the flesh and the feet were all equal. I 
shuddered to think of what kind of cuisine this might result in; 
of the quantity of gristle in the diet of Griss. Surely there was 
a hierarchy of taste sensations. I, for example, am far from 
fond of tripe and would never rate it equally with Pot Steak. 
Not wanting to get caught up in culinary trivia I pressed on 
with more urgent questions about this rebellion of nudity.
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These others they said – for they had no name for them 
other than ‘others’ – caused much unrest. After the first 
enthusiastic removal of the garments, an activity in which 
almost half the populace took part, in no time at all certain 
people became more popular than others. There were those 
who were fitter and younger and better looking; there were 
those who were crooked of features and of teeth, and bald 
and obese – all inequalities were now revealed in the horror 
of daylight – there were those who were endowed with 
fulsome breasts and fine child-bearing hips and several men 
endowed with amplitude five times the size of their kinsmen; 
there were those who could sing higher notes, and those 
whose hair was like fire in the sun. In no time at all, strict 
hierarchies formed and those deemed lesser were reduced 
to servitude, while the fittest and most attractive created their 
own families and hoarded their possessions and did pass 
on such things to their next of kin, further compounding the 
inequality.

Alas, I said, you describe only too well the world I have left 
behind, but pray tell, how did you return to a time of peace 
and of the garment?

By way of the garment, they replied. Which caused me no 
end of confusion.

Pray tell, then, how the garment did come to cure the 
problems?

And here they did fall silent, and one did venture to talk in 
quieter tones.

He talked of the cleansing bath. The others were keen 
to keep clean in their daily competitions of difference, and 
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those high in their hierarchy did pronounce that each and 
all should bathe in the same spot each day. A vast bowl-like 
structure like the coliseum was constructed with a viewing 
platform at the top so that the most important persons could 
parade themselves and look down on those below, and from 
that perch they would pick their most favoured bodies. This 
appalling spectacle being compounded by the willingness of 
all to take part, with some turning somersaults, others flexing 
muscles, and others still parading breasts, juggling and 
dancing to attract the attentions of their superiors.

I am sorry, I said, but I fail to see how you managed to 
convince such people to return to the wearing of the grey 
garment.

The three talked in hushed tones together and informed 
me that if I was to be told the secret, then I would be unable 
to leave their land, as no word of this could escape; any 
attempt to spread the secret would result in the forfeit of my 
life.

I cared not for my continuance in the outside world, I 
informed them, and would gladly remain among them to keep 
the secret of their peaceful unity.

They led me to a great hall made of whale bone and 
leather, and there on a vast papyrus of many coloured animal 
skins, was the story in pictures of the end of the rebellion 
of others and the coming of the true garment. As I was led 
around these beautifully crafted pictures – which carried an 
attention to detail I have only seen on miniatures and tattoos 
– at first by the three Grissians and then by thirty, all talking in 
turn as if from one mouth, I finally learned the truth.
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The elders of the garment, being pacifists, did not want to 
wage a war against the others, and knew that these nudists 
had the power to end their way of life, and so they decided on 
a suicide pact by way of the painless poison of the Gala Tree.

How sad, I said, I too have contemplated such an end. But 
do tell, how did this not come to pass?

One hundred of our kind – for that was all that remained of 
the garment wearers, as five hundred had turned to nudity – 
decided that a large bottle of the poison was required. There 
was one elder of the elders and he was given the sacred task 
of bringing the poison, they said, and they showed me the 
image. Well as it was drawn, I was still perplexed as to what 
this had to do with the garment.

They told me that this elder was unstable on his legs and 
simple of mind and easily distracted and that he did, on his 
way back to the great hall, take a stop by the pool of the 
others to cast his eyes on the nubile youths, or perhaps just 
to rest his weary legs, the bottle was heavy after all.

When I saw the next image, horror struck me, as it 
depicted the bottle falling into the water.

And did they all perish? I asked.

Every one, they replied solemnly.

We walked in silence then around the papyrus and I saw 
the picture of the five hundred floating in their pool and the 
one hundred in their garments overlooking them. The next 
image confused me.
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What is this, I asked.

That is the Great Awakening, they said.

I peered closely through the eyeholes of my garment, 
there was shadow in this part of the hall, and the candlelight 
seemed to bring alive the images of flame that were depicted 
beneath a vast boiling vat.

The next images showed the dead bodies being skinned, 
then scraped of gore and gristle, then placed into the vat.

Everything is useful and equal, they said, nothing can be 
wasted.

With feverish breath I walked to the next image stretched 
upon the skin, the garment sticking to me in sweat, as the 
others seemed to lean in, touching me from all sides.

The next image showed the skin of a black man and the 
skin of a white woman being placed into the boiling vat, and 
from that a skin of grey was pulled.

My head spun as the smell and touch of the thing that 
surrounded me revealed its true nature and all the voices 
around me spoke as one, their words like song, as they 
pointed to the grey skin and held me firm.

Behold the true garment.

© Ewan Morrison, 2013
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An animated video was created by David Galletly in response 
to ‘The Land of Griss’. The animation can be viewed at
www.glasgowfilm.org/forall or in the For All e-book 
available to download at the same address.
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G F T  s t a f f  r e s p o n s e

Previous GFT Environmental Coordinator and Box Office 
Operative, Amy Tickell, wrote a response to ‘The Land of 
Griss’ by Ewan Morrison.

While at university (a few short years ago) I studied History 
and International Relations, meaning the concept of equality 
within our international society has been one I have thought 
a lot about. By studying international relations and the 
processes through which countries interact with one another, 
I became increasingly disenchanted with the success of 
equality. Within the Western world, we are taught that 
equality is paramount; it is no longer acceptable to judge 
people based on the colour of their skin, their sexuality, 
gender or religious beliefs. However, this does not translate 
to the international sphere where the supremacy of the West 
is paramount. I would loudly proclaim in class (the way that 
only people in their very early twenties can do with any great 
success) my disgust over the inequalities in the world, as 
though I was the first to have noticed these injustices. The 
truth is, we’re aware that we live in a world of inequality but 
many of us feel our hands are tied by top-tier politics and 
economics. The question that will always remain for me is: 
how can we work from the bottom up so that equality within 
our society can start to have an influence on top-tier politics?

The two world wars changed the outlook of the world. No 
longer was it a place of closed borders; the horrific nature 
of the wars had demanded that countries come together 
in a way they hadn’t before. In the interwar period, the 
League of Nations set up the first laws that guaranteed 
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good working conditions and social care in Europe, yet 
the colonies were still left fighting for their independence. 
However, the 20th Century was a time of great steps forward 
in terms of equality; universal suffrage was granted in 1928, 
homosexuality was legalised across the UK between 1967 
and 1982, and by 2013 equal marriage rights were granted 
in the UK. The election of the first African American President 
has had the potential to change American politics forever. 
A similar story can be told across a large part of Europe. 
Yet the story remains the same in top-tier politics; white, 
privileged males still remain in control. There are very few 
female leaders around the world, no openly homosexual 
leaders, and few from ethnic minorities.

‘The Land of Griss’ brought many of my youthful sentiments 
back; the only way to create true equality is to remove 
yourself from the system within which we live. Break it down 
and start over again, remove the prejudices that exist within 
the world. This is a view which I strongly held through my 
(slightly) younger years. I wanted to create a world that no 
longer had an international hierarchy, which I believed to 
have no relevance in modern politics. In many ways I still 
believe this to be true. The international hierarchy does 
represent a bygone age. Britain is no longer deserving of its 
historical status within world politics, yet maintains it by being 
a permanent member of the UN Security Council. Although 
I still believe in many ways that if we want to create world 
equality we must dismantle and reform, I realise that this is 
not a possibility. If the failure of capitalism could not achieve 
this then it is unlikely anything else will. Instead, we must 
come up with a new solution, one where developing countries 
are given a voice, so we can look to the future and the 
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formation of an equal world. Many say this is not possible, 
that we are in an eternal state of anarchy and until there is an 
(effective) overarching body controlling the way international 
politics is being conducted, there will always be an attitude 
of self-interest; countries will look out for themselves first and 
the world second. I would like to believe this isn’t true, yet I, 
and many others, are willing to live in this world of inequality, 
often looking only for equality for ourselves.

While reading ‘The Land of Griss’, I began to ask myself if, 
given the option, would I escape to this world? The familiar 
writing style allows the reader to imagine it as an unknown 
part of our own world. Would I truly want to live in a world 
where absolute equality exists? Film can do this for the 
viewer; it gives us the opportunity to immerse ourselves 
within another culture and plays a key role in the way in 
which countries interact with one another. We may live 
in a time of hierarchical politics and our borders may be 
increasingly closing up again, yet we have the opportunity to 
see films from all over the world. We can immerse ourselves 
in other cultures, ideologies and lives. Films can be the link 
between societies, allowing us to view them in a new light 
and, like in ‘The Land of Griss’, ask us to make a choice 
about our own lives.
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T y p e c a s t i n g
C a t h y  M a c P h a i l

© Cathy MacPhail 

Cathy MacPhail was born and brought up in Greenock, 
where she still lives. Before becoming a children’s author, 
she wrote short stories for magazines, comedy programmes 
for radio and two romantic novels. Cathy writes spooky 
thrillers for younger readers as well as teen novels. She has 
won the Scottish Children’s Book Awards three times and 
her book Another Me (Bloomsbury, 2003) was adapted into 
a film. Cathy is an ambassador for CHILDREN 1ST, formerly 
known as the RSSPCC.
www.cathymacphail.com
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T y p e c a s t i n g

The audition.

There are four chairs on the stage. Each one has a card 
with a name on it. At the side of the stage there is a space, 
possibly between two chairs, that is meant to be a mirror. On 
the stage a large card is displayed:

AUDITIONS TODAY

A boy comes on to the stage: TOMMY

Alone, TOMMY goes to the mirror. He does a Fonz type 
gesture as if you can’t improve on perfect. But it is clear he 
is nervous. He sits down.

He jumps when a girl arrives. SAMANTHA. She takes her 
seat.

SAMANTHA:  What part are you going for?
TOMMY:   Just an extra. What about you?
SAMANTHA:  Me, another extra. I could never have the  
   nerve to be anything else.
TESS swaggers onstage. She is a bit common, chewing 
gum. 
TESS:   Hello everybody. I’m Tess.
TOMMY:  I’m Tommy.
SAMANTHA:  Samantha.
TESS:   So what’s the deal here? Have they   
   started?
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SAMANTHA:  We’ve just arrived as well.
Then AARON arrives. Bit of a tough guy.

AARON:   Hope you’re not after my part, Tommy.
TOMMY:  What are you going for Aaron?
AARON:   What’s going?
TESS:   Well, there’s a gang boss and a serial   
   killer.
AARON:   Typecasting for me, eh?
Another girl, SHERRY, arrives. 
SHERRY:   Hi, I’m Sherry. So, what have we here?
She begins walking round them. They ignore her. She walks 
up to TOMMY.
SHERRY:   Don’t I know you? Didn’t you used to   
   have a nickname ...? Now, what was it?
TOMMY:   (Nervously) You must be thinking of   
   somebody else.
SHERRY:   No, no, it’s you ... I remember. You   
   used to have a terrible stutter.    
   Wait a minute, this is a laugh.    
   You’ve got a st ... ttt ... utter and you’re   
   going to be an ... n ... n ... actor?
Nobody laughs.
TOMMY:   I’ve not got a stutter now.
SAMANTHA:  No, you don’t, Tommy.
SHERRY:   (SHERRY moves to SAMANTHA) Oh I   
   remember you too ... I would hardly have  
   recognised you. You used to be so fat   
   we could have used you as a bouncy   
   castle ... Any of the rest of you    
   remember her? 
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SAMANTHA:  I’ve lost all that weight.
SHERRY:   Yeah, probably anorexic now. That’s   
   what happens when girls lose weight as   
   fast as that. Are you anorexic,    
   Samantha? Been vomiting in the    
   toilet already?
SAMANTHA:  (She gets to her feet) I’m not anorexic.
TESS:   Of course you’re not, Samantha. You   
   look great.
SAMANTHA:  Thanks, Tess. (She sits down again)
SHERRY:   I’m only speaking the truth. You can’t  
   change what  you are (she turns to  
   TESS). Can you, Tess?
TESS:   Says who?
SHERRY:   Says yourself. Okay, what part are you  
   going for ... let me guess ... the maid?
TESS:   What makes you think I’m going to be  
   the maid?
SHERRY:   Because you’re as common as muck.  
   What other part could you play?   
   Typecasting, you can’t go against type.
TESS:   I could play a murderess. Rehearse on  
   you.
TESS gets to her feet, ready to leap at SHERRY. AARON 
jumps from his seat and pulls her back.
AARON:   What’s got into you, Tess?
SHERRY is beside AARON now.
SHERRY:   You all agree with me. Look at the parts  
   you’re going for in this play. Two extras,  
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   a gang member and a maid.   
   Typecasting.
AARON:   How do you know what parts we’re  
   going for?
SHERRY:  Because it’s the only parts you think  
   you’ll ever be able to play. 
   (As she’s been talking SHERRY has  
   moved behind the chairs and back to  
   TOMMY. She bends into his ear ...) 
   Tommy’s a loser, always will be, a loser  
   all his life.
TOMMY:  I’m n ... n ... not a l ... l ... loser!
SHERRY:   See. Stutter back with a vengeance.
SAMANTHA:  No, you’re not a loser, Tommy.
SHERRY:   (Moving behind SAMANTHA) And you?  
   You’re as bad. You can take the fat out  
   of the girl but you can’t take the girl out  
   of the fat. (She looks around for them all  
   to laugh)
TESS:   Nobody’s laughing.
SHERRY:   And you, Tess, so common, you know  
   your place as well, don’t you? You all  
   know your place.
AARON:   I know where your place might be.  
   Under six feet of concrete.
SHERRY:   That’s your answer to everything isn’t it,  
   Aaron. Wee bit of violence. We all know  
   how you’ll end up. 
ALL:    I can be anything I want to be.
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SHERRY:   I’m here to remind you ... you can’t.  
   You’ve got to know your place in this  
   life.
VOICE OFF-STAGE: Tess, Samantha, Tommy, Aaron: to the 
audition room now.
AARON:   They didn’t call your name.
SHERRY:   I’m an individual, I don’t go with the  
   crowd. Especially a crowd of losers.
They all leave the stage by the side, glancing back at her, 
confidence gone.
Alone on stage, SHERRY goes to the mirror.
SHERRY:   Hello Gorgeous.
She hears a sound off set. A chair scraping back.
SHERRY:   Who’s that?
No answer. SHERRY looks back to the mirror.
Another sound. The stage goes dark. Just a light on 
SHERRY.
SHERRY:   Who’s there? Are you winding me up?  
   I’m not scared.
A light appears highlighting a figure at the back of the stage. 
A figure totally draped in black. We can’t see a face.
SHERRY:   Who are you? 
The figure begins to move forward. Slowly, closing in.
SHERRY is still bold, but she is beginning to look scared.
SHERRY is backing away from the advancing figure.
SHERRY:   I’m only here for an audition.
FIGURE:   This was the audition, Sherry. And you  
   didn’t get the part.
The FIGURE is backing SHERRY toward the mirror.
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SHERRY:   You’re not scaring me.
The FIGURE keeps moving her backwards.
SHERRY is backed right up against the mirror and finds 
herself being pushed inside. She screams. Flattens her 
hands against the glass as if glass was really there. But she 
can’t get out.
SHERRY screams. The last sound we hear from her. The 
stage goes dark.
The lights go up. The others burst from the side. Laughing.
AARON:   Hey, we all got a part.
TESS:   And I’ve got the lead role. ME!
SAMANTHA:  I thought you were going for the maid.
TESS:   I was, but that other girl made me  
   think ... I CAN be anything I want to be.  
   I’m not going to listen to anybody telling  
   me I can’t.
TOMMY:   Same with me, Tess. I was going for an  
   extra and now, I’m going to play the  
   hero. Me! The boy with the sssstutter ...
AARON:   And what about me ... I’m playing the  
   detective. The good guy ... me, the good  
   guy at last.
SAMANTHA:  Wait a minute ... What girl?
AARON:   The girl who was here.
TOMMY:   There wasn’t any other girl here.
They begin to pick up their bags.
TESS goes to the mirror. 
TESS:   I went in there a maid, and I came out a  
   lady! What about you, Samantha!
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SHERRY is pleading and banging on the glass silently. No 
one sees her. SAMANTHA joins TESS at the mirror.
SAMANTHA:  I always thought I’d be an extra all my  
   life, Tess. And now I’m playing the  
   heroine.
TOMMY:   Everybody’s the hero in their own life,  
   Samantha.
TESS:   Oh very deep, Tommy!
That makes them all laugh.
AARON:   Are you sure there wasn’t another girl  
   here?
All the time SHERRY is banging on the glass silently.
TESS:   I … thought there was ... but now ... I  
   think it was just nerves, my   
   imagination.
TOMMY:   Me too, I had this voice in my head  
   reminding me I had a stutter …
SAMANTHA:  The voice was telling me I would always  
   be a big fat lassie ...
TESS:   Who says? We won’t listen to that voice  
   again, eh?
SHERRY is pleading. Mouthing the words ‘let me out!’
But none of them can see her, or hear her. They all leave the 
stage. The lights go out. All except one. The one shining on 
SHERRY. She is screaming ‘let me out,’ banging her fists on 
the mirror.
The light goes out, and the stage is in darkness.

© Cathy MacPhail, 2013
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An animated video was created by David Galletly in response 
to ‘Typecasting’. The animation can be viewed at
www.glasgowfilm.org/forall or in the For All e-book 
available to download at the same address.
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G F T  s t a f f  r e s p o n s e

Glasgow Youth Film Festival 2014 Youth Team and 
Louise Donoghue, previous Youth Team Coordinator, 
wrote a response to ‘Typecasting’ by Cathy MacPhail.

New members of the 2014 Glasgow Film Youth Team met for 
the first time on Tuesday 20 August. They were thrown in at 
the deep end and asked to contribute to the For All project 
by responding to a piece of writing for younger audiences. 
Members of the team that responded to the short script, 
‘Typecasting’ by Cathy MacPhail, were Christina Milby, Cindy 
Awor, Ewen McAleer, Fatemeh Nokhbatolfoghahai, Olivia 
Learmont, Stella Rooney, Fiona Halliday, Anna Semenova, 
Eoin McKenzie, Euan Freeman, Mason Carman and Matthew 
Cairns.

‘I found it interesting that Sherry, who personified all the fears 
and insecurities of the others, was an actual character rather 
than a voice-over. I think this was a good way of portraying 
how the other people were feeling.’

‘I like the way that the story is so open and that it can be 
interpreted in lots of different ways – was Sherry there or is 
she a metaphor for all of the groups’ nervousness?’

‘I felt that the story was designed to be analysed – that the 
reader/viewer needs to look deeper into it to get the most out 
of the piece’.

The youth team talked about how important they thought 
it was to encourage audience discussion following film 
screenings. They talked about how film brings together a 
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range of different people who all have a shared experience, 
and they will all have a different interpretation of what they 
have just seen. They hope that future Glasgow Youth Film 
Festivals will continue to include audience discussions.
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a l l  f o r  t h e  G F T 
J a n i c e  G a l l o w a y

© Janice Galloway

Janice Galloway’s first novel, The Trick is to Keep Breathing 
(1989), won the MIND Book of the Year/Allen Lane Award. 
Her latest book, All Made Up (Granta Books, 2011) won 
the SMIT Book of the Year and a Creative Scotland Award. 
Radio work for the BBC has included the series Life as a 
Man, Imagined Lives, and Chopin’s Swansong. She was the 
first Scottish writer in residence for four Scottish prisons and 
Times Literary Supplement Research Fellow at the British 
Library. Most recently she was the first Fellow in Scottish 
Literature at the University of Otago, New Zealand. A new 
book of short stories will be published in 2015 and she is 
working on a novel set in Naples for Granta Books. 
www.janicegalloway.net
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a l l  f o r  t h e  G F T
for all doesn’t mean in one size only.

one size does not fit all
in fact

that’s not for all at all

for all is
not no-flavour ice-cream pretending it’s vanilla

not a foregone ready reckon or a
free for all it’s nothing small

it’s more awol it’s

all or nothing
up for all of it for all we’re worth

for all our faults and all the tea in china and it’s
everything and all at once

for all occasions for all seasons in all weathers
in all-weather wellies in the forking rain

a ticket for all performances my
heartfelt thanks for all you’ve done

it’s
balm for all my trials Lord

for all debts public and private
for all we’re worth

for all people in all places in the best of all possible 
worlds

for all our maladies
for all the heart and

all our bloody baking needs a
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banisher of blandness
balm for bullets in the heart so we can

do it all again for all time for all we’re worth if we
really really have to

it seems
of all the gin joints in all the towns in all the world

we came to this one, read
that’s all folks and knew there was always more

we got away from it all for one night
for the benefit of Mr Kite

for a’ that and a’ that the buckle and swash that’s
all for one and one for all

all for it all the way

for all is all or nothing at all when it works
its trick-light magic that we came for all along

it’s worst and best and what’s divine
for each and every kind of mind

imagination unconfined
for all 

© Janice Galloway, 2013
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An animated video was created by David Galletly in response 
to ‘all for the GFT’. The animation can be viewed at
www.glasgowfilm.org/forall or in the For All e-book 
available to download at the same address.
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G F T  s t a f f  r e s p o n s e

Glasgow Film CEO, Jaki McDougall, wrote a response to 
‘all for the GFT’ by Janice Galloway.

I was born into a socialist family, there was nothing from 
South Africa or Israel in the house or for sale from my dad’s 
grocery van. My great uncle had been active in the early 
days of the apartheid campaign and Jimmy Reid attended his 
funeral. My dad campaigned through the unions for pay parity 
for Scottish electricity workers with their English colleagues. 
So all my life I’ve had a strong sense of the need to right the 
injustices in the world.

We weren’t a ‘cultural’ family, though there was always 
singing and we were encouraged to read and draw. My own 
personal eureka moment, when I knew the arts were for me 
and for everyone, was at the Citz – David Hayman directed 
by Robert David MacDonald (or was it Giles Havergal?) on 
a Philip Prowse set. I think it was Woyzeck, it made the hair 
on my head stand on end. ‘I can do that,’ I thought as David 
spat and swore and tore at his clothes. And I could – I got 
into drama school, but it turned out that I preferred not to be 
out front – I’m still the same. I’d rather be behind the scenes 
creating the circumstances in which others can access and 
enjoy the arts.

Robert Burns figured a lot in my life. Before Alzheimer’s 
kicked in, my mum had a truly beautiful voice and would 
be called on to sing at every family occasion – our family 
favourite is Ae Fond Kiss. I’m born on Burns Day too, so 
perhaps his philosophy has rubbed off on me. Like many 
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expats, during my time at the BFI in London some of my 
best nights were the ones spent upstairs at the Wheatsheaf 
reciting Burns, singing, reciting poetry, eating and drinking 
and, of course, discussing film on the 25 January every year.

Early cinema experiences were shared sing-a-longs on the 
sofa to musicals on the TV, but the films that got to me at a 
very early age were the ones with injustice at the centre of 
the plot. James Whale’s Showboat (1936), just waiting for 
Gaylord Ravenal to return to see his daughter Kim and sing 
‘Only Make Believe’ – I can start crying just thinking of it. I Am 
a Fugitive from a Chain Gang (LeRoy, 1932) with Paul Muni 
as the wrongfully convicted convict, and Paul Muni again in 
The Life of Emile Zola (Dieterle, 1937) in which Zola fights 
the case of Alfred Dreyfus, still give me a chill.

There are other kinds of injustice that trouble me. Why can’t 
you, the audience, get to see everything that my colleagues 
and I see? Films get made but somehow those with the 
power to get them released into cinemas just don’t get it. 
Glasgow filmmaker May Miles Thomas’ The Devil’s Plantation 
was the highlight of GFT this year for many, but how many 
people got to see it?

GFT does diversity and equality, it always has, and we strive 
to do more, though always in the background there are those 
voices that say ‘but it’s not for me’. That’s what building 
Cinema 3 and ‘For All’ is all about. It’s about seeing and 
experiencing more of life and the best of cinema from around 
the world and across the decades, having space to invite 
more people to share in our wonderful world of the movies 
in this gem that’s GFT where film viewing is special, and 
ensuring the future of GFT for future generations to come.
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R o s e  S t r e e t  S t o r y
A l i s o n  I r v i n e

© Chris Dooks 

Alison Irvine was the 2014/15 Scottish Book Trust Reader 
in Residence for East Dunbartonshire Libraries. Her novel, 
This Road is Red (Luath Press), was shortlisted for the 
Saltire First Book of the Year Award in 2011. The recipient 
of a Glasgow Life Commonwealth Games residency, she 
is writing a non-fiction book about Glasgow’s East End for 
which she is collaborating with film-maker Chris Leslie and 
artist Mitch Miller. Alison is a graduate of the University of 
Glasgow’s Creative Writing Masters programme (distinction) 
and was awarded a Scottish Arts Council New Writer’s 
Bursary in 2007. Born in London, she lives in Glasgow with 
her husband and three daughters. 
www.alisonirvine.com
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R o s e  S t r e e t  S t o r y
The problem, as Fergus sees it, is when to quit. How strange 
to be reluctant to leave a job he has never really liked. If he 
goes now they will be together for her last good years, but 
they will need his income for as long as they can get it. So, 
when to quit? 

Still thinking about his dilemma, he passes the cinema, as he 
often does on his way round Glasgow’s offices and buildings. 
Perhaps it’s this preoccupation that makes him buy a ticket. 
The street outside is crowded and he doesn’t like crowds; 
perhaps it’s that. 

The girl tells him doors open in an hour and he can wait in 
the cafe if he wants. So he drinks a latte and taps his phone, 
responding to this and that. He hates his phone. 

A man walks in. Fergus imagines he’s as old as ninety. 
‘Will l make your tea and bring it over?’ the barman says. 
‘Yes, if you will.’ 
The man stares at Fergus. He folds a carrier bag around 

its contents and puts it on a table. He walks away and turns 
once to look at the barman, a little anxiously, so Fergus looks 
at the barman too, as if he has answers. The door swings 
shut behind the elderly man. 
‘You’re in his seat,’ the barman says when he brings the 

man’s tea to the table.
‘Oh.’
‘He’s been coming for years and he always sits there.’
‘I’ll move.’ 
‘Take your time. He has a wee visit to the gents while his tea 

steeps.’ The barman talks matter-of-factly, as if he’s a nurse. 
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His badge says Front of House. 
It’s no bother to move, but once he’s standing, Fergus is 

aware of an opportunity to get back to work, to stop truanting, 
to make some sales. 
There are plenty of other seats. 
Later, Fergus discovers that the elderly man has his own 

seat in each of the auditoriums too. 

They are facing an ending. And he hasn’t accepted it. He 
is used to women like his mother and his aunts who go on 
and on, defying doctors, averages, God, even. Till now, he 
expects the same for he and she. But already things have 
changed. They have a girl who comes to the house to help. 
An informal relationship, instigated by a woman from the 
chapel. Later, when she is really bad, he will marvel that he 
was ever able to leave her. Sooner, he will come to need his 
solitude in the cinema which feels a little like a cave, a little 
like mass. 

The elderly man returns and attends to his tea with a nod to 
Fergus. 
‘Polly was asking after you,’ the barman says as he works. 

‘She didn’t see you on Sunday.’
‘I was a wee bit tied up on Sunday. I couldn’t make it out.’
‘Well, good to see you today.’ 
The elderly man’s fingernails are long, his fingers shaky. 

It strikes Fergus that the temperature is cold in the bar and 
he could approach the manager to see about selling some air 
conditioning. His business cards are in his pocket. Perhaps 
he could leave one on his way out or call at a later date. 

Perhaps he could take a beer into the cinema with him. A 
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cake would be nice. Fergus thinks of his mother and her tales 
of tomatoes and chipped fruit and boxes of chocolates from 
boyfriends. The time his father took her to see Bitter Rice, 
with subtitles, in this very cinema. He decides against a beer 
because of the driving and the smell on his breath. Nothing. 
Take nothing. 

What will his wife say? She will be at home watching Singin’ 
in the Rain. He bought her the DVD. It feels stupid that they 
will be in different rooms watching different films. Would she 
understand? Possibly. 

The cafe fills with teenagers. All girls except for one boy. 
Two girls sing a song Fergus doesn’t recognise and one of 
the girls changes pitch to harmonise. The elderly man pours 
another cup of tea and smiles. 

One girl has a woollen band across her head in place of a 
hat. Fergus wonders why she stands out to him. Then he 
realises; she is the girl who comes to help his wife on a 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. She is there while his wife 
has a shower, and does odd jobs too, like reaching to the 
tops of cupboards. Now his wife is thinking of giving her a key 
because she says she enjoys the company of the timid girl 
with the gentle voice.

And here they both are, at the cinema. 

What day is it? A rush of anger is upon him. He is ready to 
leap across the room and shout, Why are you not with my 
wife? Why is my wife alone today? But it’s Tuesday. And 
his wife is scheduled to be alone today. The girl, what is her 
name?, looks away when he catches her eye. And Fergus 
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holds on to his cup to steady his hands. The books say to 
breathe through these feelings. So he breathes. 

Later, Fergus will discuss directorial styles, pastiche and 
homage with these girls. They will agree on much but they 
will never agree on horror. The girls will tell him he must 
come and scream with them, that he will enjoy the terror and 
laughter and blood, but he says oh, no, no, no. 

The elderly man endures a cough that has him bent over his 
tea. The barman brings a glass of water and sits with him. 

And then the young girl who visits his wife is beside him. It’s 
a surprise. She’s wringing her hands.
‘Hello Mr Callaghan. I’m Anne-Marie, I visit your wife.’ 
‘I know.’ 

*

Anne-Marie spots the man instantly and stands as far away 
as she can. Looking for coins in her purse, she realises she 
isn’t ready to tell them yet but doesn’t know how she can 
avoid him. Unless he doesn’t recognise her. The knitted band 
is a present from her mum, and his wife has commented on 
it, liking the design and the colour. Would he remember? It’s 
not too late to take it off. He’s dressed smartly. Another of his 
bright ties. 
Her friend is bouncing about, excited because he’s in a posh 

cinema. When the other girls sit down with their drinks, she 
feels exposed. He’s still there, drinking his drink. She orders 
a coke and her friend asks the barman, ‘Can I get some of 
your popcorn?’ 
They sit down and her friends tease him, telling him the 
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whole cinema will hear him eating.
‘What?’ he says.
‘You have to wait for a loud bit.’
‘What?’ 
‘Or you can let it melt in your mouth. It’s actually really nice. 

Try it.’ 
The boy says nothing. 
‘One time,’ a girl says, ‘In Marley and Me, it was the bit 

where the dog died and I had the biggest mouthful of 
popcorn.’ She blows air into her cheeks. The girls laugh. 
Another girl says, ‘Crisps are worse. You have to open the 

bag really slowly.’ 
The boy holds up his phone and says, ‘I’m turning my phone 

off. Look. Before you start on that.’
The girls love this cinema. They remember the time the man 

stood up and shouted I am Lawrence of Arabia! and they 
cried with laughter. They love their student discounts and 
their mates-dates.
‘Will you audition?’ one of the girls says.
‘It clashes with my work,’ says another. 
‘I might.’
‘That’s him,’ Anne-Marie says and the girls and the boy look 

over at Fergus. ‘I’m going to do it now.’ 
They are quiet as she goes. 

‘Hello Mr Callaghan, I’m Anne-Marie. I visit your wife.’ 
‘I know,’ he says. 
The elderly man at the next table is counting out money in 

exchange for a tub of ice cream. 
‘Only the one spoon for me these days,’ he says, smiling, as 

the barman picks coins from his hand. 
Anne-Marie is determined. 
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‘How’s Mary?’ she says. 
‘She’s a little tired this week,’ Fergus says. ‘We were only 

talking about you this morning. I’ll let Mary tell you her plans.’
He smiles. The man at the next table says, ‘Two spoons and 

a tub of ice cream. They loved you for it.’
Anne-Marie wonders why Fergus isn’t at work. She looks 

around, expecting somebody to come and join him. Maybe 
he is having an affair and the woman – or the man – is away 
to the toilet. 
The silence is awkward. 
‘These are my friends from the drama group,’ she says.
He nods.
‘I’ve decided to change courses.’ 
He nods again.
‘To Film and TV studies.’
‘I didn’t know you liked films.’
‘We used to take my wee brother, but I like these sorts 

of films.’ She gestures all around her, to the walls of the 
cinema’s cafe, shrugs, then reaches automatically for her 
woollen band and puts it in her pocket. 
Fergus looks rough, like he should have a lie down. His skin 

is grey.
‘When do we see you next?’ he says.
‘That’s what I wanted to tell you,’ Anne-Marie says. ‘I can 

come this week, but I’ve changed my course. I don’t do 
Social Care any more.’

Her friends are getting up to go. The elderly man is draping 
his coat over his arm and preparing to stand. 
‘Have you told Mary?’
‘No. I’ve only just made up my mind. But there’s a clash with 

Wednesdays now. I have to be in college. And I have to catch 
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up on what I’ve missed which is to make a documentary film 
and we edit that on a Monday and a Friday so –’
‘–What about another day? Could you come on another 

day?’ 
Anne-Marie closes her mouth. She can’t say it. ‘I need to 

see what my timetable is.’
She can hear her friends talking. Fergus looks as if he’s 

going to cry. Or punch the table. 
They’re singing harmonies again behind her. 
‘Can I get up if I need a pee?’ her friend is asking.
‘Yes, but everyone will go shhuush.’
‘I’ll do it in my cup then.’ 
The girls are laughing and the barman says: ‘That 

happens you know. Just the other week. A cup of warm pish 
underneath the seat. Polly found it.’ 
Fergus stands. He’s not smiling and Anne-Marie wants 

desperately to move away from him. 
‘I’m going in,’ he says and then, roughly, ‘look, you’re young, 

you can do what you like. Don’t be beholden to us.’ 
He strides past the elderly man who is walking slowly with a 

stick.
Anne-Marie doesn’t feel relief. Only a sense that she’s 

added to this man’s burden. 

*

Film and TV Studies. Of course. It’s what Fergus would 
choose for himself if he were to do it all again. So, is he 
envious? No. He’s just sick of it. And it’s barely started. The 
disappointment of losing the girl will come and go and they’ll 
find another help or he’ll quit, finally, but the big thing won’t 
go away. His missus: denied, cheated, condemned. And he, 
who should be the strong one, can’t even stay at work and 
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sell the air conditioning. 
When he reaches the cinema door he has to wait for an 
earnest man to finish his conversation. A woman with a 
badge that says Front of House Manager is talking to him.
‘I’ll get you the microphone,’ she says and holds out her 

hand for Fergus’s ticket.
‘First in,’ she says. 
‘Aye,’ Fergus says and has a beat of fear that he will be 

caught. Where will he put his briefcase? Will his trousers 
crease and give him away? 

Then he is in awe. The screen is bright white and the lights 
are dim. It’s a cathedral, a temple, a cave. Straight to the 
back, a few rows from the top, he’s a boy as he runs. 

Their first date was here – the day after they met at the party. 
She ran from the auditorium and returned smelling of soap 
and apologising. He is glad she came despite her hangover, 
and his too. The film? It doesn’t matter what the film was. 
Yes it does. Everything matters. A Beautiful Mind. ‘I’m too 
old for this,’ she whispered on her return and at that moment 
he caught a hint of sick on her breath and loved her. Time 
will always be against them because they met so late. Each 
pursuing other things.

The manager is coming up the stairs so Fergus feels in his 
pocket for a business card because this could be the luck he 
needs. Is it cold in the auditorium? Maybe a little. He smiles 
at the manager who smiles back but she stops to the right of 
him and puts something under one of the seats. Later, she 
will tell him that she loves the vastness of Cinema 1, that she 
comes in at the end of the night and sits alone in the peace. 
My big telly, she calls the screen. And he is envious. Perhaps 
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it is not cold after all. Stress makes him cold. He feels for his 
phone and switches it off. 

Now, the manager is walking down the stairs as a young 
couple are walking up. It’s the earnest man and a woman. 
The manager points behind her and the man nods. After 
putting his coat over the back of his seat, the man reaches 
underneath to feel for whatever it is the manager has put 
there. 

The adverts begin. A few people fuss and settle into their 
seats, including lone men on their own, like him, and lone 
women too. His mother, modern in many ways, would never 
go alone to the pictures, even though it was the family’s 
passion.
‘You watched who you sat beside,’ she would say. ‘And if a 

man sat beside you, you would move.’ The only concession 
she ever made to a man. 

Inevitably, the elderly man is walking slowly up the stairs and 
staring right at him. He’s stopping at Fergus’s row of seats. 
He’s coming for him, walking his hands along the backs of 
the seats in front. 
When he stops, Fergus says, ‘I’m in your seat aren’t I?’
‘Hold on.’ The man looks down and appears to count. ‘No, 

this one’s mine,’ he says and sits down in the seat next to 
Fergus.
The auditorium is not even a quarter full. Fergus chooses 

four, five, six alternative seats he could move to in an instant, 
a quick whisk of his coat and briefcase and he would be on 
his own again, but there’s something about the pleasure the 
man takes in sitting down that makes him stay. Later, he will 
acknowledge the elderly man but will sit further to the left, on 
his own. 
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The teenagers flap into the auditorium. They’re not unruly 
and they’re not noisy but they’re watchable for their energy 
and confidence. There’s Anne-Marie. Film and TV Anne-
Marie. He sees her glance around and wants to shout, It’s 
OK. I’m up here where I used to sit with my wife when she 
was ... 
What’s wrong with Social Care? 
Managing his wife’s disappointment has always been a thing 

for him. When the cat disappeared. When they concluded, 
after everything, that it would be impossible, risky, expensive 
– pick a word – to conceive. When the doctors gave their 
sobering diagnosis. And now he has to tell her that the bright 
little teenager won’t be coming any more. 
Fergus overhears the boy in a break between adverts.
‘God, it’s quiet in here.’ 
‘Told you.’ 
Not in my head, Fergus thinks. 

*

What’s wrong with Social Care? Her parents will ask and 
she’ll practise her answer. Nothing. Nothing at all. But they 
don’t know how she feels when she sits to watch a film or a 
good piece of telly. They don’t see her lips part as she stares 
at the actors, studies the direction and light and editing and 
thinks, I dare to do that. It’s their fault for taking her to the 
cinema when her wee brother was small. 
But Fergus seemed so disappointed. And her parents will 

think she’s throwing away a good career.
‘C’mon,’ she says to her friend. ‘C’mon and we’ll go talk to 

that guy. I want to make a film about him and his wife.’
‘In the dark?’
‘We’ll make it.’ 
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As their seats flip up and they squeeze past their friends’ 
knees, the auditorium lights go on. Away at the back a few 
rows from the top is Fergus, looking as startled as she feels 
at the sudden brightness. He and the elderly man are sitting 
side by side with empty seats all around them. 

A woman walks along the carpeted floor in front of the screen 
and looks out to the audience. It’s the manager. She is 
smiling.
‘We’ll catch him at the end,’ Anne-Marie says, and they sit 

down. 

*

‘I have a short announcement,’ the manager says and Fergus 
thinks, What next? The elderly man by his side says, ‘What’s 
this?’ 
‘Before we screen the film,’ the manager swings her hands 

to her sides, ‘I’m going to hand you over to a gentleman in 
the audience who has an important question to ask.’ She 
holds her hands behind her back and nods to someone in 
the audience. It’s the man she was talking to earlier. He’s 
reaching under his seat and finds what he is looking for. A 
microphone. He looks down at the manager who makes a 
motion with her hands as if to say, Stand up. He stands up. 
The audience is silent. 
‘Um,’ the man says as he steps into the aisle and turns to 

the woman in the seat beside him. The woman is staring. 
‘Um,’ he says. ‘We love this cinema. And we love each 

other. So...’ 
He gets down on one knee. The teenagers gasp. Fergus 

seeks out Anne-Marie. She is staring open-mouthed at the 
couple. The woman puts a hand to her face. 
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‘Will you marry me?’ 
Screams from the teenagers, then whispers, then silence.
‘Yes,’ says the woman from behind her hand. 
‘Did she say yes?’ 
‘What did she say?’
‘She said Yes!’ 
Somebody starts clapping, even the people on their own 

clap too, and the teenagers whistle and cheer. The woman 
climbs off her seat onto her knees, and kisses the man. 

Fergus thinks of his wife who will be taking her painkillers and 
getting tired. He wishes she was with him and wonders if one 
day they might wheel a chair in and sit together at the end 
of a row. He will have to test out the front-row seats to see 
if it will be too much of a stretch for her neck. Later, they will 
come as he imagines, but only once or twice.
‘I’ve never seen the like,’ the elderly man says. ‘And I’ve 

been coming here for years.’ 
Fergus pictures the old man’s head full of films. 

*

The elderly man wishes the audience would stand for the 
newly-engaged couple, like they used to stand for the 
National Anthem. The clapping and whistling is as close to 
anything he experienced as a boy. He is reminded of the 
rows of matinee children following the dancing white ball 
and singing along to Happy Days are Here Again, The Skies 
Above are Clear Again. He remembers the luxurious warmth 
of the picture hall and outside those wee servicemen shuffling 
around Sauchiehall Street holding out caps decorated with 
medals, begging, one of them playing a mouth organ. And 
inside, the boys and girls bawling out the popular songs. Let 
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them stay oblivious, he thinks, the couple on their knees, 
winching in the aisle. This is a good day for them. 

*

When the lights go out and the screen sparks up, Fergus 
settles in his seat and lets the film take his mind off his wife 
and her pain, Anne-Marie, his job and its targets, and all the 
endings ahead of them that they will never avoid, because 
the film is starting and something magical, something 
transformative, something healing is about to begin. 

© Alison Irvine, 2013
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F o r  A l l  A n i m a t o r  a n d  I l l u s t r a t o r
D a v i d  G a l l e t l y

© David Galletly 

David Galletly is an illustrator and graphic designer based 
in Glasgow. From his home studio in Shawlands, David has 
worked for companies around the world including Innis & 
Gunn, WIRED magazine and Fence Records. David has 
produced the animations and illustrations for the For All 
project, which is his first major commission involving the 
moving image.
www.davidgalletly.com
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P a r t  3
C r e a t i v e  C o n v e r s a t i o n s  a n d  t h e 

P u b l i c  R e s p o n s e
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The public was invited to respond to the questions posed in 
the responses to the pieces of writing. 

The questions were: 

• Why do you come to the cinema? 

• Why do you like watching films as part of an audience? 

• Which film last made you cry (tears of laughter or 
sadness) at the cinema and why? 

• If cinema is apparently for all, why aren’t there more 
female directors? 

• What should be the purpose or function of film?

• Which film or cinema experience changed your life, or 
your outlook on life, in some way?

• How has film influenced your perception of other 
cultures?

• How do post-screening discussions influence your 
understanding or enjoyment of a film? 

• What is the future of cinema?

 Audience responses included comments on social media 
(#filmforall), post-it notes pinned up in the foyer, personal 
emails, essays and poems.
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Contr ibut ions by  GFT Audience Members

GFT audience member Andy Cowle, inspired by our project, 
wrote a response to GFT’s slogan ‘Cinema For All’.

I have been coming to the GFT since I first to moved to 
Glasgow in 2001 from the south of England, worried that 
I might not find a real cinema like the ones I’d known in 
London. I need not have worried. The GFT has never let me 
down. It is my second home, and I am now (more recently) 
one of your volunteers.

I have been hooked on cinema since I was old enough to 
be taken to the ABC in Birkenhead, near where I grew up. 
When I was old enough to get on a bus on my own, I went 
to cinemas on the Wirral and in Liverpool. I had plenty of 
friends, but I mostly went alone. It was my guilty pleasure. I 
liked to enter the film world alone. I don’t know why. I liked 
to live in that world on the bus ride home. I would go back 
and watch some films again and again. It was the 1970s. For 
me it was beautifully solitary, yet full of new people – on the 
screen – whose baggage, and agendas, dreams and crises 
need only be observed if I wished, engaged with if I dared.

When I wasn’t in a cinema I was cramming in as many films 
from live TV schedules as I could. Closing curtains on sunny 
days. I kept diaries of what I’d seen. In a time before video 
and multiple channels, my teen record was seeing eight films 
in one day. I told no one. You just didn’t.

In the Eighties I studied languages in Newcastle, and the 
Tyneside Cinema became my new secret friend. I was as 
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gregarious as I am today, but this was for me and only me. 
An indulgence. A full and varied life, played out in front of 
me. And yet, like the cinemas at home and here in Glasgow, 
it was somewhere to go, to connect and not connect, to be 
alone and not alone. Be in the city, yet never so far removed. 
I’m still the same, at the GFT, but these days I do take a 
friend or two. Even my wife! And especially my children. 
There is nothing quite like showing them a film you know so 
well, and watch with them and relive what it was like to see it 
for the first time.

I’m rushing this, but if I don’t write now I won’t find the time. 
Life gets in the way. And so films in a theatre, on constantly 
each same performance as good and exact as the one 
before, is also a pause button for what goes on around us. 
Walk inside, and one world stops for another to continue. 

Any world, at any time. And my friend. This is what cinema 
means for me. And now I tell all my friends.

Andy Cowle
GFT audience member
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GFT audience member Andrew Hayes also wrote a response 
to GFT’s slogan ‘Cinema For All’.

With a slogan like ‘Cinema For All’, I think there’s an initial 
and understandable tendency to see this as an automatically 
laudable and desirable aim. A bit like ‘Decent housing for 
all’ or ‘Fresh air for all’. It’s certainly a thought-provoking 
statement, and I welcome the opportunity GFT has provided 
by inviting comments on this topic.

Having thought about this for a while, I came to the 
conclusion that although I want cinema to be many things, 
I don’t want it to be ‘for all’. Because I’m absolutely certain 
I don’t want cinema to be a place for people to munch 
popcorn, rustle sweetie wrappers, gaze at their phones or 
engage in conversation. So if – as the statement appears 
to suggest – the concept of ‘Cinema For All’ is supposed 
to extend to people whose notion of a trip to the cinema 
includes some or all of the above activities, then I have no 
hesitation in rejecting it.

As far as widening access to the cinema is concerned – and 
I’m thinking about GFT in particular here – I’m all in favour 
of making cinema-going as affordable as possible. People 
shouldn’t be prevented from going to see films because of 
cost. I think GFT’s prices are reasonable, but I would like to 
see larger concessions for the low-waged, unemployed or 
pensioners. Cinema shouldn’t be unaffordable, intimidating 
or off-putting. So I’m all for price concessions, but I don’t see 
any need for concessions to the rustlers, talkers or popcorn-
munchers. If that’s seen as snobbish or elitist, then so be it.

Cinema is a precious space in which magical things can 
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happen. Theatre only occasionally captures my imagination 
to this extent, but at the cinema I can suspend my disbelief 
and immerse myself in what’s onscreen. Good films don’t 
always make this easy. If I think back to some of the finest 
films I’ve been lucky enough to see at GFT over the past 
few years, they often challenge cinema-goers by eschewing 
elements that make cinema easy. There’s frequently a great 
deal of silence, a dearth of action or a refusal to divide the 
plot up into bite-size chunks, or even to offer much in the way 
of plot at all. If I think of the opening shot of a sunrise in Silent 
Light, for example, on which the camera lingers – without 
music – over something like five minutes, the, at times, 
painfully claustrophobic family dramas in Joanna Hogg’s 
Unrelated and Archipelago, Fassbinder’s austere Fear Eats 
the Soul and The Bitter Tears of Petra von Kant, or the 
brilliantly mundane Romanian anti-thriller Police Adjective, 
what these films have in common is that they all make 
substantial demands on viewers. Going to the cinema isn’t – 
or in my view shouldn’t be – the same as watching television. 
It’s more than passive consumption, and great films make 
this explicit.

Silence is a rare but enormously valuable commodity at the 
cinema. When it is achieved it can help to make a shared 
experience very special. Reis Celik’s Night of Silence 
opens in a blaze of colour and noise at a rural wedding in 
Turkey. But noise becomes notable for its absence as the 
film progresses. When I saw it at GFT earlier this week, the 
atmosphere in the cinema mirrored that onscreen – you could 
have heard a pin drop in Cinema 2. In fact, all we could hear 
at one point in the latter stages of the film, when the unhappy 
couple had run out of tales to tell each other, was the ticking 
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of the clock in their new marital home. Everyone present, in 
their silence, was showing respect for the shared space of 
the cinema and the film being shown. That’s why I don’t go to 
Cineworld. That’s why I go to GFT. But it’s not cinema for all. 

Andrew Hayes
GFT audience member
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We received this poem from GFT audience member Monica 
Pitman, in response to our For All project. Monica was 
born to older parents, who, ‘daft for the pictures’, took turns 
looking after the kids, leaving the other parent to escape to 
see a film! This poem is inspired by their love of cinema ... 

T h e  F l i k s :  a  P o e m  b y  M o n i c a  P i t m a n

for my Mother and Father

So here they are
3 kids

torch-warned giggles on their first date
remember

So here they are
1936
and the Alhambra is showing The Sheik

3 kids
One solution

So off she goes one night
He the next

Can’t be missed The Sheik

They said her man had eyes like Valentino
They had to be sure
Big and soft and wild

3 kids lost for hours in the desert sand.
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A d d i t i o n a l  C o m m e n t s  f r o m  t h e  P u b l i c

‘I think the purpose of film should not only be a form of 
escapism, but also introduce an audience to other worlds, 
actually change your perspective and incite you to think 
differently upon a subject.’

‘Film has really enriched my understanding and experience of 
other cultures. It has helped me travel across countries and 
back and forward in time. It has taught me that underneath 
the varied and beautiful tapestry of other cultures therein lies 
a shared humanity.’ 

‘For me context is key – not simply watching a film as part 
of a group. I love watching films at GFT (such a different 
experience to watching films at a multiplex) – unique, 
individual, sense of something special, sense of holding onto 
history and sharing with like-minded folk.’

‘I come to GFT because I enjoy the shared experience of 
watching a film on the big screen surrounded by an audience 
of mostly strangers, all embarking on the same emotional 
journey.’ 

‘I like watching film as part of an audience because of the 
shared reactions – the laughter, the gasps – makes you feel 
connected.’

‘It’s a very sublime experience. Even though you luxuriate 
in your own private thoughts and emotions in the dark, you 
feel connected to everyone around you as fellow travellers in 
cinema’s journey.’ 
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O n g o i n g  E q u a l i t i e s  J o u r n e y

While the formal For All campaign ended in Summer 2013, 
we hope that the publication of this book inspires and 
encourages everyone to think about the role cinema plays in 
society. 

GFT continues to engage with audiences in new and exciting 
ways – to create an inclusive and welcoming environment for 
everyone. 

We hope you enjoy this book and the conversations around 
equality and change. Please get in touch and let us know 
what you think. 

Twitter: @glasgowfilm #filmforall

Facebook: www.facebook.com/glasgowfilm

Website: www.glasgowfilm.org/forall 

Address: 12 Rose Street, Glasgow G3 6RB 

Cover and illustrations by David Galletly
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